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thus far been of a uature to teach a lesin regard to.the troud of such exhibitions and une not specially in liue with
the advocacy of "Simon pure'' agricultural fairs. This, however, is not convincing argument in favor of substituting the old-time cattle show with something else, but it does indicate that if
the attendance is to be sufficient to make
the fairs successful financially and meet
expenses and premiums from the receipts there must be a liberal policy
adopted in the matter of entertainment.
There is uot a sufficient -number of people who will attend auy other kind of a
fair to make it possible to meet its obligations. We notice evidence of this in
those states μ here large appropriations
are annually made from the state treasury in aid of state and other fairs. In
tho.se fairs the eutertainiuent features
are eliminated to a large extent and liberal premiums attract magnificent exhibits of slock and farm products, but the
uumber of people attending such fairs is
ridiculously small.
In the early days of agricultural fairs
there were less means of communication
aud dissemiuation of agricultural ideas
than now, aud as practically all the people were theu engaged in agriculture the
exhibition of stock and products was a
matter of universal interest and value.
Later, when agricultural papers, organisations, experiment stations aud colleges
became common, and many people became engaged in other industries, the
peculiar tield for strictly agricultural
fairs became limite<l, for other agencies
were accomplishing the things that fairs
were primarily iutcnded to accomplish.
By degrees amusement and entertainment features were added, still maintaining the agricultural exhibit as the
basis, and these are the only fairs thai
people will patrouize to-day. There is
uothing to be said against legitimate
amusement aud entertainment at fairs
when the agricaltural features are also
well sustained, aud the fair manager that
acts upon this principle draws the people, and with favorable weather is able
to make his payments without scaling
down premiums or omitting their payson
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We see much to recommend the modfair when good judgment is exercised in sustaining a just equilibrium
between the various features of the fair
and features of an objectionable nature
are excluded.
Fairs are held at a season
of the year when the farmers want a day
of recreation and pleasure, and the agricultural end of the fair would seem to
be a special incentive for attending.
They will derive sufficient benefit from
this to warraut the expense of attending,
but would not have been attracted by
this feature alone. They know they are
to be amused aud entertained also, and
were it not for this they would n<>t attend at all. More or less benetit is
therefore derived, although the mainspring that secured their presence may
have beeu something else. The oldtime, matter-of-fact teudenc.r in everything is already superseded by a desire
for entertainment aud amusement as
well, and this tendency reaches all classes
of people. It is specially noticeable in
regard to agricultural exhibitions, and
no amount of theorizing will make it
ern
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are

adopting

a

policy

to meet

The person
the demands of the people.
who has any kiud of goods to sell will
succeed bettter in making the goods
conform to the demands of the people
rather than in making the demauds of
the people conform to a certain braud of
goods that may be a favorite w ith him.
The passing of the old-time cattle show
in its purity and simplicity is to be regretted, but no more so than some of
the other old-time practi s that have
been relegated to the rear. Among
these are the ox team for farm work, the
#«*"»»
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AGRICULTURAL COM-

OILMAN'S ANNUAL REPORT.

(J The

lion. A. W. Oilman, commissioner of
hie annual re-

agriculture in Maine, in
port just issued, makes

particularly
urgeut recommendation that the public
schools of Maine take up agriculture in
a

Ρ Highway

part of the

its several branches
curriculum.
Ue says that Maine is fast becoming
an agricultural state, and it is eminently
proper that the money of the state
should be used in educating her children
along the line which they intend to purThe agricultural prosperity of our
sue.
people will be in proportion to the
amount of intelligence and skill which is
put into their work. Many of the western states have recognized the importance of agricultural education for their
husbandmen, and are giving much attention to the teaching of agriculture in
the public schools.
Ile regards the teaching of agriculture
iu our schools as a necessity for the best
advancement of the state; but it will
never be
properly taught in the public
schools until the teachers have fitted
themselves to teach it, and this preparation should be made in the normal
He unhesitatingly declares
schools.
that the normal schools are not doing
their full duty to the slate, and especially to the agricultural people of tho
state, until there is established, in one
of them at least, a thorough course of
agricultural instruction, which shall fit
teachers to teach auv ami all branches ofagriculture in our common schools.
Mr. Gil man especially recommends
the study of agriculture in the new normal school which has just been established at Presque Isle. He says that in
a purely agricultural section it would
seem very fitting that one of the courses
should be a course in agriculture.
In speaking of general conditions
throughout the state he says they are
ae

a

[ especially prosperous now.
rural mail delivery and the

ne
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A

justly.

"Lei the lad tro. Chelmsford, criet
Captain Cavendish. "I'll warrant ht

this ι;ο·.ν love of lier, and thou came
m.v father. Colonel John Chelmsford,
and ( aptiiIn (îeoiïry Cavendish, walkIns through the park in deep converse,
and came upou us, and stopped and
stared, us well they might.
Captain Geod'ry Cavendish was a
traunt mau with the hectic color of a
fever, which he had caught iu the new
country, still in the hollows of his
He was quite young, with
cheeks.

[CQXTMVSB.]
Iiut after I saw Mary Cavendish all
that passed, fur I got. through loving
so entirely. such knowledge of love in
others that I saw that the excuse of
love, for its weaknesses and its own
crimes even, is such as to pass understanding. Looking at my mother caressing my brother instead of myself,
I entered so fully into her own spirit of

tenderness that I no longer rebelled nor
wondered. The knowledge of the weakness of one's own heart goes far to set
one at rights with all others.
When 1 first saw Mary Cavendish
she was, as I said before, a little baby
maid of two and 1 a loutish lad of
fourteen, and 1 was going through the
park of Cavendish Hall, which lay nest
ours, one morning in May. when all the
hedges were white and pink ami the
blue was full of wings and songs.

Cavendish Hall had been vacant,

sudden alertness of glances in bright
black eyes like the new color in Jewels
His daughter
when (lie light shifts.
has the same, though lier eyes are
blue. Moreover, through having been
in the royal navy before he got a
The baby that caused
the accident

h:.s thme no harm." But my stepfa
Hier won!! not heed hi.n.
Then
\·:. ■. (·»· ii.ι·. Il.irrv." said he.
when 1 would not. «'own came the rid
\vi:ir>. l»t!t only thrice and not hard
go y > m luit ne." said my stepfa
'her "liud sitow vour mother the hurt
N.wev.r vc.:i ι..;Ί«β by it. and have hei
s .„w. „f the pooling lotion on ο
Mil to it." Then he and Captair
vent their ways, and I wen'
toward home, creeping through the m
in till' May Uedco. But I did uot go far
•riving uo mind to show my hurt
thongli 1 knew well that my mother
being a woman and soft toward al
wounds, would make much of it ani

iree

save

two line estates in

come

wound

thither

Virginia—namely,

bred, but my clothes sat but roughly and Indifferently on me. partly
through lack of oversight and partly
from that rude tumble I fell gotten.

Indeed, my breeches and my coat were
something torn by it.
Then. too. I had doubtless a look of
gliastliness and astonishment that
might well have awaked suspicion, and
Captain GeofTry Cavendish had never
spoken with me in the short time since
his return. "Who may you be?" he
tsked. and his voice hesitated between
hostility and friendliness, and my step'athcr answered for me with a slight
forward thrust of his shoulders which

impa'Tis Master ITarry
tience. or both.
Maria Wlngfleld." answered he; then
in the same breath, ."How came you

might have indicated shame,

here, sir?"
I answered, seeing no reason why Τ
should not, tliouj.il I ft-!t i::.v vole·
shake, being siiil unsteady with tht
pain, and told (lie truth, that 1 had
come thither to see if perchance I could
Cet α glimpse of some of the black folk.
At that Captain Cavendish laughed
good humoredly, I icing used to the excitement his black troop caused and

mavbe of me on its account.
But I was not of a mind to purchase
affection by complaints of bodily Ills
so I lay down under the hedge In tb.
soft grass, keeping my bruised shoul
der uppermost, and remained then

at it. and called out merrily
that I was about to be gratified, and indeed at that moment came running,
with fat iuuges. as it were, ol treniuiou>
speed, a great black woman in pursuit
uf the little maid and heaved her high
to her dark wave of bosom with hoarse
chuckles and cooings of love and delight and white rollings of terrified
lit
eyes at her master if perchance
might be wroth at her carelessness.
He only laughed nud brushed his
dark beard against the tender rosea of
the little maid as lie gave her up. but
ill namy stepfather, who, though not
tural. often conceive*I the necessity of

*'iiig a year my senior and not then r
:»eauty, and I being, moreover of ai
«•Ό to look at a girl and look awnj
again to my own affairs, 1 Bad though»
„o more of lier, but I knew her at once
She was. as I said before, not a beauty
at that time, being one of those maid?
which, like some flowers, are slow ο
bloom. She bad grown so fast and fai

that she had out speeded her grace.
"Why did you not tell?" said she
sharply, and I -tared up at her speechless, for 1 saw that she knew.
"Why did you not tell, and why were
you whipped for itV «he demanded
again. Then, when I did not answer.
-I saw it nil. I hid bt*1,lud a tree

fear of the stallion.

was

Shi*
years iiosscssed.
liter;· with th.· sunlight glancing on her
through a rift in the trees, all in a web
"f «old. Hi>atiitK and Hying on the May
wind, ;lnd for a miuitie 1. being well
instructed in such lore, tbought she

sirrah?" lie Aied out. but then I sank
was
away before him. for the pain
greater than I could bear.
When I came to myself my waistcoat was off. and both men looking at
hoot
my shoulder, which the horse's
must have barely grazed, though no
worse
more, or I should have been In a
plight. Still the shoulder was a sorry
sight enough, and the great black woher
man with the little fair baby in
with
arms Rtood aloof looking at it

ready tears, and the baby herself made
round eyes like stars, though she knew
not half what it meant. 1 felt the hot
red of shame go over me at my weakness at a little pain, after the first
shock was over, and I presumably
steeled to bear It like a man, aud I
struggled to my feet, pulling my waistcoat together and looking, I will venture. much like a sulky and ill conditioned lad.
"What means

that

hurt

on

not reply.
Then Captain Cavendish addressed
me. "You need have no fear, however
he said,
you came by the hurt, my lad,"
aud I verily believe he thought I had
somehow caught the hurt while poaching on his preserves. I stood before
them quite still, with uiy kuces stiff
enough now, and 1 think the color came
back in my face by roast)η of the re

have told. I will never tell as lou„
I live, and 1 have brought some loti,,» of cream and healing herbs and a
linen cloth, and I will bind up jour
shoulder for you."
With that, down she was on her kn

though I strove half rudely to prevent
her. and was binding up my shoulder
with a wonderful deftness of h. r long

'Ttlmnked

her. or tried to thank her
I dare say. In such surly fashion that
t was like a rebuff. Then 1 was o*
but 1 felt her standing there close to
white blooming hedge, staring at
me with that inscrutable look of an immature girl who questions doubly all

tie

she sees. l»egluning with herself.

CHAPTER III.
LTHOUGII I was heir to a
large estate, 1 had not much
gold and silver nor many

treasures in my possession. I
knew rightly why. but my mother. having control until I was eoiue of
age and having indeed the whole property at her disposal, doubtless considered it best that the wealth should accumulate rather than be frittered away in
trilles which could be of but passing
Hut I was well
moment to a Ixtv.
never

equipped enough

as

command. I'>ut after 1 saw that little
maid it went somewhat hard with me
that I had no bravery of apparel to
oa tel ι her sweet eyes and cause lier to
laugh .did point with delight, as I have
often seen her do, at the glitter of a
loop of gold or a jeweled button or a
flash of crimson sheen from a fold of
velvet, or the wherewithal to sometimes
purchase a comtit to thrust into her little hand, reaching of her uature for
sweets like the bauds of all young

things.
Catherine CavendiaK

£.

j
j
I

;

piteous

arms.

"I pray you, sir, do not frighten her,"
I sild. "but wait till she be gooe." And

ν

ribbons nor sweets nor
silver buttons to give her, I was fain
to search the woods and Acids and the
seashore for those small treasures,
without money and without price, with
which nature is lavish toward the poor
who love her and attend her carefully,
such as the tiret flowers of the season,
nuts aud seed vessels and sometimes an

Having

Qo

empty bird's nest and a stray bright
feather and bits of bright stones, which
might, for her baby fancy, be as good
as my brother's gold aud silver and

shells and red and russet moss.
Her father, Captain Geoffry Cavendish, seemed to regard my devotion to
his daughter with a certain amusemcut

All

Stuffed Up

ment as a sailor to the masthead in a
storm:

Harry Wingfield facing Captain
Cavendish and Nr. Abbet

Hood*s Sarsaparilla

JL

L~

Tin·
:·.Ι ..:.··ι 1 Γί-iu·.jo t. oie was
br.ll ill Cavendish Court, .he first
«>f ΜηΊ.ΐϋΐ Γ :·ι » .ni,
since the
and iiy broilar ami 1 went, and my
stepfather and my mother, though she
loved not Madam Cavendish.
And Mary Cavendish, ai that time ten
years old, was standing, when I first

itself evident in the very Kings nignway approaching Cavendish Court, and
increased as the distance diminished,
according to some of my mathematical
rules.
There were in her no change and
shifting to new lights of beauty or
otherwise at the estimation of those
around her; she rather controlled, as it

a

entered, with a piece of blue-green tapestry work at her buck, clad in a little
straight white gown and little satin

were, nil the domestic winds. Captain
Cavendish bowed before his superior shoes and a wreath of rosea on her
»n his own deck, though I believe there
head, from whence the golden locks
was much love betwixt them, and as
flowed over her gentle checks. delicatefor the little maid, she tempered the
ly rounded between the baby and
willfulness which was then growing maiden curves, with her little hands
with her growth by outward meekness
Hasped Ijefore her. and her blue eyes,

at least.
I used to think her somewhat afraid
of her grandmother and disposed to
cling for protection and mother love to
her elder sister, Catherine. Catherine

downcast, now uplifted with utconfidence in the love of all who
And close by her stood her
saw her.
sister Catherine, coldly sweet in η
splendid spread of glittering t>rocade,
holding her head, crowned with flowers and plumes, as still and stately as
if there were for her in all the world
no wind of passion, and my brother
John looked nt her, and I knew he
Bow

most

In those two years hnd blossomed out
her beauty. lier sallowness and green
pallor had become bloom, though not
rosy, rather an ineffable clear white
like a Illy. Her eyes, at once shy and

antagonistic, had become

steady

as

loved her. and marveled what would
of it, though they danced often

as

in their estimation of self and
others, and all her slender height was
as well in her power of graceful guidance as the height of a young oak tree.
Catherine in those days paid very little heed to me, for her one year of superior age seemed then threefold to
both of us, except as she was jealously
watchful that 1 win not too much of
the love of her little sister. I have never m m such love from elder to younger
as there was from Catherine Cavendish
in lmr Imlf sister Marv after the lillli
(dit1 had lost lier mother. And all that
the little maid did, whether of work or
play, was with an eye toward the other's appro!*ation. especially after tin
stars

come

together.

The ball went on till the east was red
and the cocks crew and all the birds
woke in a tJiuuti. and ιι·. 11 that happened which cliaii^· i.iy whole life.
Three weeks from that day 1 set sail
for the new world a convict. I will
not now say how nor why: and on the
same ship sailed Captain licotTry Cavendish, his mother. Madam .1 :.Tth Cavaliter. Catherine, and
endish: his

daj

advent of her grandmother.
Catherine had lovers. Imt she would!
have none of them. It seemed :ts if the
maternal love of which most maids feel

j

the unknown and unspciled yearning,
and which perchance may draw theml
all unwittingly to wedlock. had seized
upon Catherine Cavendish, ami she luul
as It. were, fullilled it by proxy hy this
love of her young sister and so had
her heart made cold toward all loven
Be that as It may, though she
much sought after by more than one of

was|

the little maid Mary.
And on the long voyage Captain Cavendish's old wound broke out anew.
au<l lie died and was buried at »ea, aud
1, when I arrived in this kingdom of
Virginia, with the dire uncertainty and
hardship of the convict In-fore me. yet
with strength and readiness to bear It,
was taken as a tutor by Madam Judith
Cavendish for her granddaughter Mary,
being by education well tilted for such
a post, und she herself knowing her
other reasons for so doing. And so It
happened that Mistress Mary Cavendish and I rode to meeting in Jamestown that Sabliath in April of 1«»S2.

[TO BB CONTEfUED.]
she was.
high degree, she remained
For the last part of my stay at Cam
Slilrrntli Century Wniinera,
bridge I saw but little of her and not sol la an old book
published n the sixmuch as I would fain have done of liei
teenth century iitul eiitiiK'<l "The Acsister. 1 was past the boyish liberty of
complished Lady's Iiicb Closet; or, 111lying in wait in the park for a gllmps·
(•eutlcwoiuau'H
Delightful
genlous
me
for
of
an
not
was
age
of her; she
It is writ en:
Companion,"
in
to pay my court, and there was little
"Α geiifle\\ otiutu being at table must
timacy between my mother and Madau. observe to keep her I» » ly stni ght and
Cavendish. Hut I can truly say that
lean not by any un», n with i.c· elbow*
never for one minute did I lose the con
nor l»y ruvcauuM ».«·.*(ur«· «1 .κ« «»·.«τ a vosciolism** of her lu the world with inc.
racious appetite. lit!» η >t v. hen you
and that at a time when my love might
have meat In your iu·»ntIi ami do not
and
anomalous
well In· a somewhat
smack Ilk»· a p!g nor venture to eat
a
sexless thing, since she was grown
stand
spoon meat H" hot tliat the ti η
little past my tirst conception of love
a- UUsccml} as
lu your eye*. »ΙιΙ<Ίι
toward her and had not yet rem-lied my
(lie gentlewoman who pretended to
■econd.
liaw ii h litile a stomach a» die bad a
>
to
tel
I
u»«il
en
tinuli.
Hut
glimpses
mouth and therefore would not swalof her at that time, slim legued
low her ρ«·*«» l>y spoonful. but took
it
voice
as
of
sweet
swift, and shrilly
tbem one by on·· and eut them In two
at
the
lark itnd :ts tdi\ly ■ flutter
licfore idle would eat them. It I» very
tion of a hand toward her. or else wat
unseemly to drink «o lurjc*· a draft that
til prim as any grown maiden, with I
breath i* almost cone and you
your
grave eyes of attention upon lier tank are forced to blow strongly to recover
of Kampler or linen stitching!
yourself. Iu carving at your own table
My heart used to leap in η fashion distribute the lient piece* llrst. and It
uu
nor
believed
that none would have
will appear very comely and decent to
dcrstotid at the blue gleam of her
of meat
use a fork, so touch no piece
ami the gold gleam of her little bead
without it."
through the trees of the park or through I
the oaken shadows of the hall at Cav
Science η ml Maman Keuae Oman·.
endish Court during my scant visits
l»r. fail Snyder says in the Amerithere. No maid of my own age drew can Inventor, while pointing out the
for one moment my heart away from
of human sense organs to
as

|

"Anil

if she

what

be?

The

more

shame tu them that they have not
enough wit to see what they do! I tell
thee this poor Harry hath a harder
time of it than any slave on iny plautation in Virginia, Γ—
Hut then I was on my fc t and, fac-

ing them both with my head tiling

back and my face, I dart· say, ml and
white with wrath and deiiuiiuiiiu hotly
what that might be to th<am, and if 111}
treatment nt the hands of my stepfather and my own mother was not l»e-

tween them smi ine and none else. and.
Im).v as 1 was, I felt as tall as Captain
Cavendish as I stood there. Captain
Cavendish stared a moment ami reddt'iu-d and frowned, and then Ins gaunt
face widened with his ever ready laugh
which made it passing sweet for a
man.

"Tush, lad." he cried out.

"And had

1 known how lit thou were to tight thy
own battles i had not taken ιιρ the
cudgels for tlice. and I crave thy par1 had not perceived that thy
dou.
sword arm was grown, and henceforth
thou shalt cross with thy adversaries
for all me." Then he laughed again,
and 1 stared at him grimly, but softened, and he anil Mr. Abbot moved on,
but the attorney in passing laid his
great white hand on my black mane of
hair as if he would bless me, and 1
shrank away from uuder it, and wheu
"
'Tis a
he said in that voice of his,
gallant lad, and one to do good service
for his king and country," 1 would
that he had struck me that I might

aud|

un>-1

gowu|

|

She had no rivals except my
books, for 1 was ever an eager scholar.
though it mirrht have been otherwise
h;:<l the state of the country been deferent. I can imagine thai I might in
some severe stress have hail my mind,
being a hot headed youth, diverted by
the feel of the sword hilt. Hut just then
the king sat on his throne, ami there
was naught to disturb the public ι <·.:«·«·
except his multiplicity of loves, which
her.

Inferiority

|

j

|
j

aroused discussion which salted society
with keenest relish, but went no farther.

M&ry Cavendbh
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»
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tl.na

«lin

wn«»
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years old, and a wonder both in beauty
and mind to all who beheld her/ I saw
much more of her in those days, for
my mother, whose heart had always
been sore for a little girl, was often
Cavendish's wife, for the
with

Captain

sake of the child, though the two women were not of the best accord one with

another.

Madam Rosamond Cavendish was, I
after a
suppose, a beauty, though
strange and curious fashion, being
seemingly dependent upon those around
hc-r for it. as a chameleon Is dependent
for his color niton his surroundings. I
have seen Madam Cavendish, when
one

she loved or

approached

with
by the little maid, her daughter,
and a
an outstretch of fair little anus
coercion of dimples toward kisses, Mash
into such a radiance of loveliness that,
boy as I was, I was dazzled by her.
Then, ou the other hand, I have seen
her as dully opaque of any meaning of
she
beauty as one could well be. llut
I
loved Captain Cavendish well, and
wot he never saw her but with that
wondrous charm, since whenever he
cast his eyes upon lier it must have
been to awaken both reflection and true
so
life of joy In her face. She was
small and exceeding slim that she
she
seemed 110 more than a child, and
was not strung, having a quick cough
she
ready at every breath of wind, and
rode nor walked like our Englishwomin the
en, but lay about on cushions
was with
sun. Still, when she moved it
such a vitality of grace and such readhow
iness that no one, I suspect, knew
fniil she was until she sickened and
in
died the second year of my stay
Cambridge.
When I returned home I found in her
stead Madam Judith Cavendish, the
mother of Captain Cavendish, who bad
She was
come from Huntingdonshire.
at that time well turned of threescore,
but α womau who was, as she bad althose about
ways been, a power over
her. She looked her age, too, except
for her figure, for her hair was snowy
white and the lines of her face fixed
influence of further smiles or

beyond
tears.

Τ

Ά

I
Ιιίκ'ι honors nt Cambridge,
though no higher than I should have
done. ami so 110 pride nn<i no modesty
I
in tin» owning and telling: ami then
took

home, ami my mother greeted nu*
something more warmly than sin· was

came

wont, ami my

stepfather, Colonel

Chelmsford, took

me

John

by the hand, and

nie at ea η Is
my brother ,ΙοΙιιι played
that niKht and won. as he mostly did.
John was at that time also in Cambridge, but only in his seeoml year. be
ing, although of quicker grasp upon
circumstances to his own gain than I.
not so alert at book lore, hut he

yet

handsome man, as fair as
tlia'
η woman, yet bold as any cavalier
win a
ever drew η word—the kind to
and her
woman by his own strength
had grown

a

own arts

s cents
Eight

cents

a

the Instruments of science, that, wherelittle
as the human eye can set? only
more than .'i.ObO stars iu the heavens
the photoon the clearest of nights,
can disthe
and
te!es«-ope
plate
graphic
If a
cern conutless millions. The eye
good one can perceive a measure of
The
oue two-hundredth of an Inch.

microscope makes au object oue tenthousandth of uu inch look comparaof a
lively large To hear the footsteps
assisted
fly seems Inconceivable; but,
of that
by the microphone, the trend
lusect sounds like the triimii of cav-

skin cannot
alry. The most sensitive
less
detect a change In temperature of
the bothan one-lift h of a degree, but
Inlometer will register 011 a seal»» an
crease or decrease of temperature of
ami can
one one-millionth of a degree
discern the difference In temperature
lu a room when a match is lighted.

when ten years old

have Justly hit back.
It was both a great and a sad day for
me when 1 came to go to Cambridgegreat because of my desire for knowledge and the sight of the world which
has ever been strong within me. and
sad because of my leaving the little
maid without a chauce of seeing lier

a
My imagination has always been
the
mighty factor in my estimation of
characters'of others, and I have often
wondered how true to facta I might be,
but verily it seemed to me that aftei
Madam Cavendish arrived at Cavendish Court the influence of that great
strength of character wliich when 11
Cure.·) calirrh- it trollies and strength· exists in a woman intimidates everj
ens the mucous membrane and boilde
mad<
man, no matter who be may be,
up the whole eyetem.

rIvIihj
medicines of different
until
α fair trial: hut mutually crew worse
I could hardly hear, tuxte or nmell. I the*)
s
concluded tu try ll<x>d Sursaparillu, and
after taking five bottles I was cured and
have not Ind any return of the disease
siuce." Elcexe Forbes, Lebanon, Kan.

"

/

ing I lune ever had contempt, preferring flowuright scurrility, and Captain
Cavendish replied with his quick agility of wrath, as precipitate toward judg-

praised by

That's the condition of many sufferer*
slstance of my spirit.
from catarrh, especially in the morning.
on
"Harry, how got you that wound
Great difficulty is experienced in clear
said
your shoulder? Answer me, sir,"
the head and throat.
; Colonel Chelmsford, his voice gathering ing
No wonder catarrh causes headache,
wrath anew. But 1 remained silent
Then my stepfather's fuce blazed impairs the taste, smell and hearing,
and
breath, deranges the stomI high and his mouth straightened on a pollutes the
I widened and his grusp tightenedfor he ach and affects the appetite.
To cure catarrh, treatment must be
riding whip which he curried,
few yards constitutional—alterative and tonic.
: had left his horse grazing a
•Ί was alîiiotpj with catarrh. I tool
: away. "How cume you by It, sir?" he
etuh
kinds,
demanded, and his voice wus thick,
Then, when I would not reply, he raised
the whip and swung it over my shoulders, but I caught it with my sound
the
arm ere It fell and at the same time
little maid, Mary Cavendish, set up α
wail of fear in her nurse's

alfp°licy

that It may have led me
nf
to an unjust estimate of all men of bis
profession. "But Colonel John Chelmsford hath no meaning to deal otherwise
than fairly by the boy, and neither, unless I greatly mistake, hath bis wife."
And this he said as if both Colonel
Chelmsford and my mother were at his
elbow, and for that manner of speak-

not

youi

shoulder had I known of it." he added.
My stepfather had never aught against
I me that I wot of. having simply uauglit
i for me, and a man cannot in justice be
held to account for the limitations of
his affections, especially toward a ril-val's son. lie spoke with all kindness,
and his great ruddy face had a heavy
gleam of pity for my hurt, but I answered not one word. "IIow curne it
with growso. Hurry?" he usked again,
ing wonder at my silence, but 1 would

and heir of as line and gallant a gentleas ever trod English soil, who is
treated like the son >.( a scullion by
those who owe him most, and 'tis α
shame, anil I care not who hears me."
Then, before I bad as yet fairly my
wits about me, Mr. Abbot spoke again
In that voice of his which 1 so hated
In my boyish downrightness and scorn
man

f?'

as

shoulder, Harry?" asked my stepfather. Colonel John Chelmsford, and hie
voice was kind enough then. "I would
uot have laid such a heavy hand on thy

!

nurse, I heard suddenly Captain Cavendish's voice ring out loud and eleae,
as it always did from bis practice on
the quarter deck, with something like
tn oath as of righteous indignation to
the effect that it was a shame for the
heir and the eldest son, and a lad with
α bead of a scholar and the arm of ·
■oldier, to be thrust aside so and made
%o little of.
Then another voice, smoothly sliding,
as If to make no friction with the other's opinions, asked of whom he spoke,
ind that smoothly sliding voice I rec
jgnized as Mr. Abbot's, the attorney's,
nml Captain Cavendish replied in a
fashion which astonished me, for I had
no idea to whom he had referred—
"Harry Maria Wingfield, the eldest son

The child would

regarded comforts,
and. as I said before, my education was
well looked after.
Though never having much regard
for such small matters, it used to gall
ill nature, was not so easily satisfied, mo not at all that my half brother, who
lie stood looking sternly at my white was younger and such a fair lad that
face and my weak yielding of body'at he became them like a girl, should go
• ι... I......I ,.r tin, IrmHW
unit slldilelllv lie
clad in silks and velvets and laces, with
caught me heavily by uiy bruised a ready Jingle of money in his purse
this, and
all
means
"What
shoulder.
plenty of sweets and trinkets to

sat

and good win. lnueed, 1 used to fancy
that be hail a liking for me and would
go out of his way to say α pleasant
word, but once it happened that I took
bis kindness in ill part, and still consider that I was Justified in so doing.
I was already, although young, as
sensitive to all slights upon my dignity
So when one
as any full grown man.
day, lying at full length upon the grass
under a reddening oak with a book under my eyes and my pocket full of nuta
little sweetheart
if perchance my
should come that way with her black

\\h>
have been killed but for you.
were you whipped for a thing hi»·
that7" Then ηΠ at once, before 1 could
answer bad 1 been minded to do so. she
burst ont almost with violence, with u
brilliant red surging up from the cords
of her thin neck, over her whole f.u
I wo ι. .1
"Never mind, I like you tor It

amused

and of a stuff
s<> thin thiit lier baby curves of innocence showed through It. and the little
KUUH'k s!ii j«-d low down over !:er rosy
shoulder.·;, and her little toes curled
no
pink in the green grass. lor she had
sliwes on. having run away before she
was dtt-'vx'd hy some oversight of her
bbn k nurse, and down from her head,
over all her tiny Isidy, hiding all save
the nu rest glimmer «if the loveliness of
her lace. l« II the most wonderful showof
er of gold locks tin:t ever a lmhy
two

or

"

this world held.

only

iroiu

When he came upon us he stared
for but one second, then came that
black flash into his eyes, and out curved an arm. and the little maid was on
her father's shoulder, and he was
questioning me with something of mis1 was η gentleman born and
trust.

in the grass before me, clutching
some of It with a tiny hand like a pink
pearl, the sweetest little maid that ever

Selection of the Brood sow.
The time is now at hand when an intelligent nelection of the sow can be
made from early litters, to replace those
that should be discarded. The fastest
growers, best feeders and those having
the best points can now be seen. There
are
may, however, be good growers that
of too lazy and sluggish a habit to ever
Then, too, you
make good mothers.
must be sure that the hearing is perfect,
as lack of this
quality is one of the
killing the
causes of overlaying and
is
young, and, furthermore, this defect
likely to be transmitted to the offspring.
Always select with a view to uniformity
of sizo, as an even bunch of hogs appeals the strongest to the buyer. In
selecting bear in mind the records of the
dams as prolific and good mothers, for
this quality is passed along from one
generation to another. Then, too, alnearest to
ways select those that come
conforming to your ideal of the type,
providing always that the animal is not
lacking in the qualitios pointed out
above. The selection of the sow has
much to do with the uniformity of
bunches of feeders from year to year.
After the young sows are selected
separate them from the ones designed
for market, and when keeping on pasture do not neglect to give them a sufficient grain ration to bring about the
greatest development of bone and muscle, but do not make them fat. The result of a few years' judicious selection
will prove surprising to any one who has
never had any system in this matter.—
Farm, Stuck and Home.

mm

was

Inherited also.

sat

along

incupnciuueu

indeed in
time the cause of bis death, he had
acquired a swift suppleness of silent
movement, which his daughter has

rightly told why. siuce there were no
warnings up against trespassers and I
had no designs upon any hare or deer.
Be that as it may, I was going along
in such fashion through the greenness
•f the park, so deep with rich lights
nud shadows on it that May morning
that is seemed like plunging thoughthigh in a green sen. when suddenly 1
stopped and my heart leaped, for there

u-liit«> «ho

which

further service, and

iHwks or in the world at large.
So I, with my book lesson done, but
my mind still atliirst for more knowledge. and maybe curious, for all thirst
is not for the noblest ends, crawled
through a gap in the snowy May hedge
and was sliuking across the park of
Cavendish Hall with long, loose jointed
lopes like a stray puppy, and maybe
with some sense of being where I
should not. though I could uot have

ι··

ji
C-ivenVsKli

^Catherine

these two, Laurel Creek, which was
Mary's mother's in her own right, and
I»rake Hill—aud the second wife had
come with some misgiving aud attended by a whole troop of black slaves,
which made all our country fall agog
at once with awe and ridicule and admiration. 1 was myself full of interest
in this unwonted folk and prone to
linger about the park for a sight and
maybe a chance word with them, haviug ever from a child had a desire to
look further into that which has been
hitherto uukuown, whether it be in

vu

Cow

Cavendish 1 had seen afar
though not to speak with her, and sin

with him his daughter Catherine by a
former marriage, a maid a year older
than I; his second wife, a delicate lady
scarce more than a girl, aud his little

daughter Mary.
And they had left to

··

thinking of the little maid tft flnnlb
the pain easing somewhat. I fell asleei
nul was presently awakened by a sof
touch on my sore shoulder which cans
,,1 me to wlnvo and start up with wld.
.yes. and there was Catherine Cavcn

for a caretaker, that many a day.
Francis Cavendish, the owner, had
been for years in India, but he had
lately died, and now the younger
brother, Ueoffry, Mary's father, had
come home from America to take possession of tlie estate, and he brought

farm telephone which have reached so many of
the farm homes during the past year
have added much to the desirability of
farm life and the sociability of every
Where all farmers of a
community.
section have combined in establishing
the telephone, it has been a small exare derived
pense, and the benefits that
from it, socially and tinancially, are beyond estimation. One of the especially
attractive features of the telephone in a
farming community is the sociability
that the farmers have among themselves,
with practically no expense.
Farmers have had serious obstacles to
confront during the past season, and in
some sections the effect* of drought,
frost and continued cold nave not been
overcome and the income of the farm
has not equalled that of former years,
but we believe that on the whole the
products of the farm have not fallen below the average, and with good prices
which have been maintained the returns
received have been quite satisfactory.
While the apple crop throughout the
state hardly reached an average, the
yield in many sections was much greater
than in former years, and a larger inderived from the apple
come will be
crop of 1903 than was anticipated by the
most sanguine apple producers. We believe a careful estimate of the apples
exported would not fall short of one
million barrels.
The potato crop of the state was the
largest for years. Potatoes are bringin·; a good price and indications warrant
us iu making the assertion that the
amount received by the producers this
year will be far above the average. An
increased interest in this crop has been
noted during the past year. Not only
has the crop in Aroostook county been
such as to awaken new interest, but
some of the practical, wide-awake farmers in the central and southern portions
of the state have demonstrated that the
soil in these sections, with the aid of
commercial fertilizers and proper cultivation, can he made to produce potatoes
equal in quality and quantity to those
produced iu the more favored northern
sections. Their success has stimulated
others to an enlarged production, and
the indications are that the average of
potatoes planted in Maine in 11R4 will
exceed that for many years.
Mr. Oilman reports an increase in the
number and value of all classes of farm
stock. There was an increase of cows
by 10,181 during the year. He is also
pleased to note an aiWance movement
dairy lines.—New England Farmer.
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families of rugged children in the
farm hume, aud the simple mode of livwas no mortal eliiid, but someibing
uig upon the farm anil elsewhere. The
more, as she was indeed, but in anothcongregations at the old meeting house
ou the >abbath. with about every family
er sense.
|«β iu town represented, and the old school1 stood there and looked and looked,
RANDALL L. TAYLOR.
house rilled with boys and girls from
and she still pulled up tiny handfuls
util Parla, September S, 1λ>4.
the farm homes. The repairing of roads
of the green grass and never turned nor
by the labor of all the men in the disknew me near, when suddenly there
worn
» m \γυ «ht o\roRi>
clothes
by
trict and the homespun
with a speed like a storm, and a
burst
To El>WA RU P. FAUSCΚ. Dr.
These
the
of
family.
all the members
ism.
indi'ed it was of brute life, with
storm
were
done
that
of
the
some
are
thiogs
I 4 12
M.tv Jl, Pari», I -lay·. 14 ml'.e*.
loud stamps of a very fury of sound
500 wheu fairs of a strictly agricultural naMay it. Albany, state R.. 1'lav.25mile»,
which shook the earth as with η
ture were established, but similar reMay ^4, VVaterlord, hlate Κ.. 1 'lay, 31
5 4S
mile»,
sults are sought by other methods at
tread of thunder, out of a thickmighty
Mav i\ Pari», state A*se»»ore, 1 day,
»0H
the present time, and generally to the
> mile»,
er part of the wood, a great black stiilβ 2t)
M iv .ι". Kryeburir, »t»te R., 1 day. U) ra».,
advautage of all concerned. We may
lion on a morning gallop with all the
5u0
>S ιν 2T. I veil to Oxford, 1 day, 25 in».,.
old times," but the
3 5»ϊ sigh for the "good
1 ui·.' :, l'art*, state R
I day. Τ m».,
of the spring and youth tiring
freedom
StiM trend of events makes other practices
'une ί. Sumner, 1 day. 4»; mile»,
his blood, and one step more and his
5 72
The same is true in the mat·'·;»·
l ake trip and Ri ey.l day, 34 m».,
necessary.
5 M)
•luue T, Lak«? trip, I'ptou," 1 day, 35 m»,
Iron hoofs would have crushed the
The balloon
ter of agricultural fairs.
ti 2*1
•lune », I .ike trip. Carry. 1 day. 40 m.,.
child. But I was first. I flung myself
4 til)
ascensions, stage shows, high divers,
Jine ·. Lake trip, Andover, 1 day,20 m».,
feather
June 1··, I.ake trip. Andover state road,
horse race, ball games and fakirs' row
upon her and threw her like a
4 21
1 day, 15 mile»
such
are to-day as legitimate parts of
to one side, and that was the last I
J une 11, lake trip, Κ. Brook »tc, 1 day,
5 T"J gatherings as are the cattle, sheep aud
34 mile»,
knew for awhile.
3 C*
•lune 12, l ake trip, I day,
vegetables. The important matter is in
When I knew myself again there was
•lune 13. Mexico and Dlxfleld, state R.,
a proper relation between
maintaining
3 W
I day, 20 mile·,
a mighty pain in my shoulder, which
5 21
the various features that instruction,
•Tune 14. Rum fold, state R., 1 day,2S ms.,
seemed to be the center of my whole
June 15, Rumford to Oxford, 1 day, 24
amusement and entertainment may each
9:
4
existence by reason of it, and there was
mile»,
without displacing
its
have
place
proper
1;
4
July 2, Pari», adj. t>e»elon, 1 day, 14 m»
the feel of baby kisses on my lips. The
3 w
the other.—Mirror and Farmer.
Aui. y. Pari», adj. session, 1 day
4 1
A uk. 10, Pari», adj. «e»»lon, 1 day, 14 m».,
courage of her blood was in that tiny
St*
Sept. H. Pari», reit- seeelon, 1 day,
maid. She had no thought of flight nor
(«
3
Dealers.
Cattle
1
Ancient
day
sept. T, Part», rei{. seeelon.
4 1:
though she knew not but that
Sept. >, Parle, rvg. session, 1 day, 14 me.,
tears,
A Cattle Dealer of Aucient Times was
thunderbolt would return, and
black
«
Milk.
Skim
•111
Fertility of
the subject of a sermon delivered by u
not what my ghastly silence
she
knew
FAUN'CE.
P.
KltWARD
"The constant sending away of skim
Chicago clergyman receutlv. He said
She had crept close to me,
meant.
Part», September 8, 1ΛΜ.
milk from the farm is its own indictin part:
though she might well have been
"The history of the cattle dealer be- ment," says the Dairyman.
she was,
The
race.
"The results are patent to any close bruised, such a tender thing
STATE or MAINE.
gins with the history of the
in by the rough fling 1 had given her, and
county or oxroRD, »#.
favorite eon of Adam was named Abel. observer. It is a matter of fact that
ont
was trying to kiss me awake as she
cheese districts, in which all the fertilSeptember 8, 1904.
That is, a 'cattle keeper.' Every
Per»ontllv ap|«ear»l the above named Jona
of the Bible patriarchs, the forefather» izing constituents of the milk are sent did her father. And I, rude boy, all
t in Bart « it, Randall L. Taylor, and Edward Ρ
from which mankind re- away from the farm, the farm does not unversed in grace and tenderness and
lnuiitv, ami severallv ma le "ath that the fore of the race
the
where
<"lng «count» by them made ami subscribe· ceived its strength, aud some of
improve in fertility. Districts or
all unsought of love, felt her
six hitherto
were the cheese
are iu»t aud true.
Before me.
factory runs five
greatest judges aud kings of Israel
and looking saw that
CHARLES r WHITMAN.
where no butter- soft lips on mine
and
the
in
men.
months
year
cattle
Clerk Sup. J ltd. Court.
face all clouded about with gold,
"Jacob was a famous cattle king ol making is carried on are not progressing, baby
and I loved her forever.
or eighteenth century, but, on the contrary, are retrograding.
llavtBf rxamlne·! ant audited Ihe at«ovi the seventeenth
I knew not how to talk to a little
The cattle meu and the mining Hy constant pasturing, the farms are
accounts. w. (Dm the followlajr »uroe
B. C.
I 111 ·
To Jonathan Bartlett
men led all the world in wealth then.
becoming poorer, and as the cheese fac- petted treasure of life like that, and
To Randall L. Taylor
"For thousauds of years, at least, cat- tory closes in the fall, no effort is made I dared not speak, but I looked at her,
Ill 1 tle men had been the acknowledged to make milk during the winter. It is and she seemed not to be afraid, but
To Edwafl Ρ Fmm
basis of the world's wealth. The mar no wonder that these farms become
nun C. PARK, County AMovMy.
laughed with a merriment of triumph
< II %RLEs r Will ΓΜ w Clerk » J. Coerl
that supplied the beef market rulet poorer and poorer when it is considered
and something
Jacob was ι that some twenty dollars worth of fer- at seeing me awake,
A Irwropr-t
tbe commercial world.
in every ton she said in the sweetest tongue of the
Not having
farm
UltlL(4 F WHITMAN. Cterlt β J. Cotttl
the
off
of
carried
is
man
enterprise.
tility
young
world, which I yet made poor shift to
refrigerator cars handy, they usuall3 of cheese.
be»mn
allowed each 'critter' to walk and carrj
"Many patrons will not take the whey understand, for her baby speech,
I: tn· nwrVt IVart of the l'nltr-1 NalM h
home at all, claiming that it is of no sides its incompleteness, had also η
with it about its own weight of beef.
ι»· Dtrtrlrt of Mala·, la Bankruptcy
valuo
"The methods of this ancient catth value, and those who do, get little
long drawn sweetness like the slow
to the waller of
]
cao be commended in every de
of it because they do not feed meal with trickle of honey, which she had caught
dealer
Thb «mmai· ralui Pi·»
clever
the
with
clever—too
is
fed
whey from those black i>eople which shi
it. And if meal
la Bankrupt.)
tail. Jacob was very
U«MBi. Co.. a 'orponulou ;
meant 'crafty' 01
•Iwly rimlml
to their hogs, so little is fed that results
His very name
had about her since her birth.
of R>imf«<pl, Baakrupta
is
splenWhey
are not encouraging.
tricky.'
I had great ado to move, though mj
T'· Ihr rredltor* of The Κumfori rail* Pul
twice
about
a
•
but
good-natured did hog-food,
requires
"He had a brother,
I Hr* lu., ta the Cou at y ufoifunl and dlatrii
sort of ai as much meal to feed with it in order to shoulder was not disjointed, ouly sore
happy-go-lucky
»f«rt»al«l
easy-going,
β I* hereby (fir»·η that oa the Wth dar «
It wasn't long before hi 1 get gratifying results. Making cheese ly bruised, but finally I was on in.v
Individual.
•Μ·», Α I» cm. the-aid Rumfurtl ra'la Pul
birthright.
in tho suinmor from about June 1, and feet again, though standing rathei
squeezed him out of hie with
»tl»*tu waadulv a-ljudl-ated Imnkrupt, an
his father the remainder of the year, is all right,
"But Jacob got even
that the Ira owetiax of H« creditor· will t
weakly, and with an ear alert for tin
1
on
U
hrl>l at tkt Court House, la South Parla, oa
and probably the best way to get the return of that wild, careering brute
in law. Laban could beat him
I
inarllth lay of Oet Α. II. 1<«4, at 10 o'clock tn tt
c
under
couldn*
he
present
most out of the cows
matrimonial speculation, but
I and the little maid was close at mj
f<>rva<ma, at whkh tltne the «aid creditor» ma
cheat him on a catttle trade. When th< ket conditions.
attend, prove Uielr claim*, appoint A trustee, CJ
side, with one. rosy set of finger,
is
there
to
milk
him
of
oth<
hired
ton
sta;
a
nitrogen,
*uch
he
"In
an.ine the bankrupt and transact
24 years were out
around two of my rough
ii.iM.-M u (Iiay properly coma before aal
3.4
cattl
clinging
his
acid,
pounds,
to
10.2 pounds; phosphoric
manage
on and continue
■eetl»*.
at th< :
At usual values for brown ones with that sweet ten-clt>
business, and he stayed. But
potash 9 pounds.a ton
south l'art.·, September 26, 1904.
of milk is worth of a baby {trasp which can hold tin
these fertilizers
UEO. A W1USON,
end of the next six years, though pei
Referee In Bankruptcv
gained a little mor 3 $4, and 4,000 pounds is worth 94 or 10 strongest thing on earth.
haps Laban had owned
almost all th J cents per hnndred weight to scatter on
And she kept on jabbering with thai
experience, Jacob
noTKE.
the land."
stock."
slow murmur of sweetness, and I stooc
W here*», my wife. Cora Thome, baa wtthoi
just cause or provouatloa, left my bed and boa*
looking down at her, catching mj
9
Keep the axle· clean and ollod; dry or breath with the pain In my shoulder
I therefore give notice that 1 shall pay do bll
Do not go off to the field and lear
or treble to
of her contracting after this date.
dinner with only on a1 clogged axle· add don^e
to
get
wife
your
CLIFFORD R. THORNS.
though It was out of my thoughts witt
the work of a team.
stick of wood for six men.
Denmark, Sept. 17, 1904.

Urge

tiH'U 1 waved the black woman tp carry
her away,and with my lame arm. W hei
she had fled with the child's soft wal
floaUng back I turned to my etepfatber
Colonel John Chelmsford, and be, ho d
ing rtercely to the whip which I relln
qnlshed. still eyed me with doubt.
"Harry, why will you uot tell. 1»
s;·.id. but 1 shook my head, waiting foi
him to strike me. for 1 VVl18 but " "°-v
ami it had been so before, and perhapi

Agriculture.

pound

is
for

Imitation In Aiilniala.
Some animals have wonderful powlu
er» of Imitation. Ilogs brought up
known
llie company of cat* liave been
the pawn
to acquire the trick of licking
When a
aiul then wanhlnn the fuce.
for her
cat has been taught to sit up
known to
food her kittens have been
telle of a
Imitate her action. Iiurwin
of putting
cat that was in tlie habit
narrow
her paw Into the mouth of a
the
uillk pitcher every tluie she got
cream off
the
tlien
licking
and
chance
the
her paw. Her kitten soon learned
of a rabbit
Name trick. A lndy tells
with η monthat she keeps in a cage
has caught
key aikl say* that Ituuule
It Is said
many of the monkey's ways.
been
that starving plgeona that have
brought up on grain will not cut peu*
If pea eatto save their lives, but that
with them they
ing pigeons are put
follow their example auil eat peas.
Von I.enbnrli the Painter.
reat porFranz von Lenbach. the ;
trait painter, palmed three portraits
The sitof the poet Adolpli Wilbmndt.
to live hours.
three
from
varied
tings
lasted
On one occasion the sitting
intervals
through the whole day. with
aud
for meals. The afternoon passed,
workdusk came on. but still 1λίιΙ·.κΊι
ed away without appearing to.notice
it grew so
the falling light. At last
eee
dark that Wllbrandt could scarcely
to this,
him. He called his attention
for
saying that It seemed impossible
him to
any more, but Lenbach

what a young woman paid
paint
tired, to
begged him, unies* he was can
twelve pounds of flesh.
what
you
oontlnue sittiiiK- "Hut
She was thin and weak and see of me?" asked the puzzled p^t.
Sit
of "Quite the beet of all. Excellent. endpaid one dollar for a bottle
■till, please." And the sitting only
Scott's Emulsion, and by tak- ed with the laat glimmer of light.

ing regular doses had gained
twelve pounds in weight before
the bottle

Eight

cheap

was

finished.

cents

a

pound

for such valuable

is
ma-

terial. Some pay more, some
less, some get nothing for
their money. You get your

money's

worth when you

Scott's Emulsion.
We will send you

a

buy

little

free.
SCOTT it BOWNE, Chemists,
409 Pearl Street,

50c. and $1.00 ; all

New York

druggists.

A

Pert

Maid.

The B.'a had given an Impertinent
were
maid notice aud in consequence
she
obliged to assume the duties that
On the last day
neglected.
pointedly
ladle* of
of Katie'* stay as one of the
answer a
to
hastening
wan
the family
was arrested
ring at the front door she
whisper from the rear

by

an

explosive

·χof the hall, where the IrreprewlbU
maid, Katie, In most unplctureeoue
dishabille, was established. "Μη. B,
oat"
If that's any one for me. aay I'm

Breaking It »· HI· OeatlrMr». Fergukuii—Oeorge, dear, you
this mornknow you handed me 17.00
Mr. Fergtwuo
money?
for
pocket
ing
Mr·. Ferguson—Weil, I went
—Yea
a few
downtown this afternoon to buy
In t
things with It. I got caught
and er—It
crush lu a street car door,
turned out t» lie pickpocket money.—

Chicago Tribune

1

ESTABLISH CD 1333.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE DOINQ8 OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, OCT. 4, 1904.

Paris hill.

ATWOOD

A

Editor· *m&

FORBES,

PnpritMrt·

ϋ·ΟΚβ· M. Arwoou.

A. K. roui).

Tumi —fl.St) a year If pal<l strictly In advance.
Otberwlae t- 00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent».

fir·* Baptist Church. Preaching every Sunday
y. P. 8.
it II a. m. Sunilay School at IS M.
C. I. Suûday afternoon at λ Sabbath Evening
Service at 7 SO r. m. Prayer Meeting Thunda?
evening iu 7Î0. Covenant Meeting the last
Friday before the let Sunday of the month at
i 90 r. m. AU not otherwise connected are cor
dlally Invited.
Universalis! Church, Rev. J. II. Little, Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 a. H.
Sunday School it Ue

All legal ad vertleemenu
Mrs. Julia Parlin of Eaatport, Mrs. A.
given throe connective Tniertions for 11-50 R.
Houghton of Bridgewater, Mass.,
contract·
Inch
In
of
column.
length
Special
per
at
made with local, transient an«l yearly advertis- and Mrs. Jennie Tucker are visiting
er·.
Dr. M. M. Houghton's.
Misa Ethel A. Houghton ia stenograJob Pkintho -New type, fart preuee, «team
and book-keeper in the office of the
power, experience·! workmen And low pricee pher
combine to Drake this department of our boat
Paria Manufacturing Co., South Paria.
ne·· complete and popular.
Mrs. Stowe and Misa Stowe are on a
viait in Sumner.
Bart Jacob and family, who have
Coming Events.
occupied the Forbes house during the
Oct. 4.—Oxford Pomona Urange, BoUter'e Mill·
summer, returned to their home in New
Oct. 4, 4. β —Pair at Rlverelde Park, Bethel.
York Friday.
Oct. 4.3. β.—Weet Oxford fair, Pnreburg.
Oct. 5, «.—< >xford North fair, Andover.
Mrs. Waldo T. Worcester of Concord,
Ν. H., with her little son and daughter,
has been visiting the past week at Mr.
For President:
V. K. Parris'.
Daniel Winslow, who has been at
York Beach for some weeks, returned to
the Hill Saturday night.
Of New York.
Mr. G. B. Van Wagenen and family,
who have occupied Mrs. Snow's house,
Crossroads, during the summer, left for
For Vice-President:
their home in New Jersey last week.
Mrs. Van Wagenen drove
and
Mr.
Charles W.
with their handsome pair of
through
Of Indiana.
bays.
Major Brinckle and family have left
Paris and gone to their former home,
FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:
Wilmington, Del., to live.
Mrs. Hannibal Hamlin of Bangor is
Franklin A. Wilson, Bangor.
Waldo Pettengill, Rumford.
visiting at Paris Hill.
Miss M. Rose Giles of Portland is the
Robert McArthur, Biddeford.
Fred H. Harris, Booth bay Harbor.
guest of Miss Mary I. Mellen.
Miss Addie Marble of Portland is visitFrederick (». Kinsman, Augusta.
ing her aunt, Mrs. J. C. Marble.
Joseph B. Peaks. Dover.
Miss Brown and Miss Mills have left
Old Brick on their return to New York
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
for the winter.
The annual meeting of the UniversalTbomae Smiley.
is parish, adjourned from Sept. 20th,
William C. Leavltt.
will be held in the church Tuesday evenMillinery Display.
Pur Sale.
ing of this week at 7:30.
Flower Pot·.
Saturday morning a partridge tlew
Specialty Store.
Stray oxen.
against one of the front windows of the
Forbes bouse, and was so badly hurt
Resubmission should not be a Re- that she was easily captured ami furnished a Sunday dinner.
publican Issue.
There is an unclaimed letter at the
Editor Democrat :
office for B. Dowe.
post
corThe Lewiston Journal's Augusta
Rev. E. A. Davis, state missionary,
is
resubmission
that
respondent reports
will preach at the Baptist church next
much talked since election, and may
Sunday.
of
the
next
session
before
come
possibly
WHITTEMORE DISTRICT.
legislature for action as a question of
referendum. He goes on to tay that the
Frank Briggs has returned to his
"Prohibition resubmissionist" is the work on the railroad after a few days'
man who is doing the talking, and that illness.
in nine cases out of ten he is a RepubliMrs. Carrie Briggs has returned home
can.
from Rumford Falls where she has been
AuNow, while this may be true in
to deliver books, and is now taking care
gusta, it certainly is not true of other of Mrs. Kenney at South Paris.
file
rank
and
sections of the state. The
Bryant's Pond.
of the Republican party believe in prohition as being the very best policy for the
Rev. F. E. Barton of Bethel, state
state from any point of view, and they missionary of the Universalist church,
are not aking or urging resubmission. will preach at the Universalist church in
From a business or manufacturing stand- this place Oct. 9th.
Mrs. Arthur Bessey visited her cousin,
point, or ft$m an educational or moral
standard, there is nothing so good for Mrs. Dr. Buck, at South Paris Tuesday.
the welfare of the state, or for the inMrs. C. Emmons of West Paris visited
habitants thereof, as to keep that great- her daughter, Mrs. Horace Noyes, all of
est of all evils, the use, or rather the last week.
abuse, of intoxicating liquors down to
Mr. and Mrs. George Denison and Mr.
the lowest possible limit. Is there any- and Mrs. John Bryant of Freeport were
cause
thinks
the
thoughtful person who
of temperance would be strengthened by
Mrs. Nell Moody, Mrs. Thompson and
trying to bring rorwara aie question 01 Mrs. Clarence Jackson, I'. C. of Everresubmission now?
green Assembly, attended the Grand
In the election just held, the Demo Lodge of Pytbians at Lewiston last week.
critic party and the voters of whatever
Mrs. Dr. Bucknam has returned home
party, who believe in, or want, an easier to Portland.
method of obtaining liquor and a freer
Miss Mina Kimball has returned and
use of the same, were successful in elect- is working at Ansel Dudley's.
Miss Geneva Hutchins of Bethel visiting their candidate for sheriff in several
counties. This does not necessarily in- ed at Ansel Dudley's last week.
counties
dicate that the people of those
Mrs. Melvina Millett of Worcester,
or of the state are clamoring, or even Mass., arrived at her daughter's, Mrs.
Del Cole's, Thursday, and intends stopasking for resubmission.
In Cumberland County it simply indi- ping with her this winter.
cates a hearty co.operation of the DemoOne of our stage drivers, George H.
cratic voters, wholesale liquor dealers, Tuttle, left Wednesday for a trip to St.
and those voters mentioned above, who Louis by way of Montreal.
wish for more freedom, in securing the
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Powers lost an inelection of Mr. Fennell, and an unwise fant son Sunday. Funeral services conbut perhaps unavoidable division of the ducted by Rev. Seth Benson were held
voters who believe in prohibition.
Tuesday afternoon.
In Androscoggin County, where the
The crew at the corn shop finished
Republicans had the cleanest, most alert, work Saturday noon. The pack this
state
in
the
sheriff
vigorous, fair minded
year was about 158,000 cans. The largfor their candidate, it is hard to see any est amount of corn hauled to the shop
the
of
reason for the success
opposition this year was Emerson Billings' lot,
candidate, and there is no <joo<l reason; which cut over $260. Quinby Perham
the real reason evidently being that the had over &!00 worth. There is a crew
liquor interests of the two factory cities labeling this week.
were able to outpoll the Republicans.
Chester Tuttle from Bates College is
In Oxford County the election of a teaching the high school.
Democratic sheriff indicates no lessening
Miss Lena Felt arrived home from Oxof the prohibition or temperance senti- ford this week.
result
was
the
It
ment of the county.
Miss Alice Day went to Portland to
of an unfortunate combination of in- order a supply of fall and winter millifluences. The two most important of nery for Sylvania Perham's shop.
these were the personal character and
Mr. and Mrs. Wish and daughter of
popularity of the Democratic candidate, Portland are stopping at Arthur Kicker's.
combined rôth a free use of time and
East Hebron.
money in his campaign, and a certain
determination on the part of a large
The damp weather made colds very
number of Republican voters to punish prevalent.
their party for some mistakes of the past.
Farmer's time is now employed in
Now is there anybody who for an
and packing apples to ship.
picking
instant entertains the idea that it would
A few of our citizens have sold their
be possible to ever secure a fair unbiasapples on the trees to free them from so
ed vote on a referendum of resubmission? much labor, while others
prefer having
There is no doubt there would be a them
picked and sell them when they
"full" vote on the question, but which like.
side would be most likely to use unMrs. S. H. Keen's many friends were
scrupulous, illegitimate means to secure well pleased to see her in the place again
votes? Does anybody doabt that the after an absence of many weeks with her
wholesale liquor dealers outside of the children in different
places.
state would furnish almost an unlimited
Mrs. E. Allen went to Portland last
amount of money to overthrow our
the
Sabbath with her
to
pass
Saturday
present prohibitory law? This fact alone daughter, Mrs. L. Greene, and
her
ought to cause any friend of temperance brother, H. A. Record, at Old Orchard,
to weigh the matter well in his mind be- and intends to visit her son John, and
fore he asks for resubmission.
daughter, Alice Davis, in Lynn, and reLet the issue of resubmission come turn the
present week to her home.
from its proper source—from those who
John Harper's father, from the eastern
are dissatisfied with prohibition, and not
of
Maine, is making his drat visit
part
from the Republican party, or from any here.
friend of temperance.
The old school house has been taken
Eowabd E. Wirt.
down, and Mr. Farris intends to take
Norway, Sept. 2t>th, 1904.
down the house formerly owned by N.
H. Merrill and rebuild in the early spring.
There.
and
Here
Hamden Allen and nephew, Bert Allen, from Boston, were in the place last
Saturday, and called at the old family
UVIVO vJVlMliVt
A UV
follows, and the delicate humor of the home to get some tokens of the old
last sentence in the paragraph is worth home that had been stored away since
left there.
noting. Senator Gorman may be sur- the family had all
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hayes were in
prised at the result of the coming presidential election, but we're opining that tfte place last Saturday.
Miss Clara Merrill'· health is said to
he won't:
be gaining very slightly.
Senator Gorman says that this year'· cam
palgn reminds him very much of the cam pal χ α
ot llwi. There watt much aiiatby on both sides
East Brownfield.
In that year, the candidates being Cleveland ami
The Cony relational circle met with
Harrison. and the politician· were all at sea as
to the outcome of the election. Cleveland was Mrs. Jacob Colby laet week.
elected by a large majority after a very i|u!et
Last Tuesday the grange held its
campaign. The Senator My* that the people this
year are quietly studying the Issue·, just as In regular meeting with tifty-four present.
■MM, and he feels that the politicians will be surMrs. E. A. G. Stickney has returned
prise·! by the outc une. Senator Gorman Is from Boston.
something of a politician himself.
Josie Wentworth is working at J. E.
Λ
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Theodore Roosevelt,

Fairbanks,
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Clement's.
Port Arthur is bottled up again, is the
Miss Merrill of Portland is visiting her
has
been
bottled
almost
It
up
report.
friend, Miss Richards, who teaches here.
at many times as it has been about to
Mrs. E. A. 6. Stickney, Miss Isabel
fall during this year's campaign.
H. Stickney and Mr·. Eben Rounds were

driven to Conway last Tuesday to visit
A justice in Lee, Mass., who lined a Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marston, formerly
of this village.
man for overspeeding his automobile the
The 6. A. R. held a campfire last
other day not only had to apologize for
doing it, but got the government of Saturday.
A new coat of paint makes a great imMassachusetts and the United States
on the M. C. R. R. station.
government into an international com- provement
plication. The offender was an attache
of the British embassy at Washington,
Denmark.
and as such exempt from arrest Such
Mr. A. H. Witham is reported as very
a condition is of course desirable, even
sick and expected to live but a few
neceesary, but the kind of a man who hours.
will presume on his exemption to violate
The corn packing season has closed
state laws or local regulations is a good here with a
pack of about 200,000. The
kind to have sent back to England by work of
labeling will begin about the
request.
4th of October.
A small tire was discovered on the
"The youngest vice-president at in- roof of the boiler room at the corn shop
auguration was 36, the oldest was 69," a few days ago, but was put out before
says a current paragraph. And there is much damage was done.
little cause to think that the record will
Apple barrels are in great demand,
be broken n^yt March, even though the and the farmers are busy picking their
Democratic candidate for vioe-president applet in this vicinity.
«
is 80 years old.

figure· given out

show that the
attendance at the St. Louis world's fair
is only about two-thirds what it was at
the Chicago fair at the same time in the
The St Louis people eclipsed
season.
everything that had gone before in magnitude, until it came to the attendance,
and there they haven't been able to
Tet as the
maintain the proportion.
total of admissions so far is about
educational
value
12,000,000, the great
of the fair is far from being lost
The

Another peace conference at The
Hague has been talked of, but is indefinitely postponed on account of war.

J

,

Rev.

Bethel.
P. C. Potter being absent

preaching service was held in the M. E.
church, Sept. 25th. Mr. Potter's father's
illness terminated fatally last Monday
and Mr. and Mrs. Potter have returned
to

their home.

Wednesday evening a very pretty
wedding took place at the home of Mr.
J. Dana Bartlett, when his only daugh-

ter, Ella Winona, was united in marriage with Mr. Merton Livingstone Fogg
The ceremony
of West Milan, Ν. H.
was performed by the Rev. C. N. GleaCongregational
son,
pastor of the
church. Only relatives and a few very
The happy
near friends were present.
couple left on the eleven o'clock train
for St. Louis and will be "at home" to
their friends at West Milan, Oct. 15th.
Mrs. Fogg is a graduate of Gould
Academy and has been teaching for the
past two years. Many good wishes will
new
go with the happy couple to their
home.
Thursday evening a serious accident
took place at the G. T. R. station. A
man, who had been working at Bethel,
wboee home was in Berlin, undertook
to board a freight going west, to go to
Berlin. There being no night operator
at the Bethel station he was found by
Mr. Earl Barker, who went to the station to meet friends coming on the
eleven o'clock train.
Help was summoned and Dr. Sturdivant called. One
leg was broken in three places, one arm
broken and his head badly hurt. As he
was anxious to get home he was cared
for and made as comfortable as possible
and put ou the eleven o'clock train.
His injuries proved fatal. Probably it
will never be known just bow the accident happened.
The Bowler partv returned from St.

Louis Friday morning.
Mr. Preston, who has occupied his
cottage in the Pasture during the summer, returned to his home with one
hundred carrier pigeons, and will return in a few days for the remainder.
Quite a number attended the state
fair.
Mrs. G. L. Sturdivant was in Brunswick Thursday.
Mr. William Sturdivant of Fryeburg
has been visiting his son, Dr. G. L.

Sturdivant.

Rev. and Mrs. Webster Wooftbury of
South Framingham, Mass., were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Purington a part
of the week, returning to their home

Friday.

Dr. aud Mrs. Frank 1. Brown of South
Portland are guests of Mrs. Browu's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Philbrook.
Greenwood.

Yes, that frigid wave that passed over
last week was hard on many and espeialiy those who had disposed of only a
part of their sweet corn. The standing
fodder is nearly ruined, and instead of
harvesting it some will turn their cattle
into the field and let them eat what
they will of it on the ground. It was
not so cold here as to freeze apples nor
pumpkins in the field.
The hoghorn potato, so called, was
raised by some of our neighbors in my
early teens and has not become extinct
to this day. Last spring we planted a
few of them for novelty more than anything else, and were surprised at the
way they turned out. There were but a
very few small ones and not a rotten one
in the lot. Our women folks think that
for baking there is nothing quite equal
to the old long, dark complexioned hoghorn potato, and it is very doubtful if
tliAm ia annthpr nutato in heinp that
was cultivated 60 years ago or more.
A. S. Brooks is on the sick list and is
attended by Dr. Yates. That time is
dealing kindly with the doctor, there
can be no reason to doubt; he celebrated
his "1st birthday on the 23th inst. ; au<l
his health is perfection itself, which he
attributes in a large measure to a clear
conscience and correct living.
Speaking of doctors, there is one in
New York who advocates the idea of
eatiDg our food raw instead of cooking
it. One lady on hearing the article read
said she would like to see that doctor
sit down to a square meal of pork and
beans, brown breau and pastry, and all
served up in that style.
One man thinking he would like a
bird diuner, but not a raw one, wont
out with his gun and in a short time
brought in two partridges, taking them
both on the wing. The other day he
took down a crow in the same way while
out trying to get a shot at a henhawk.
Rather a lucky gun is the one that man
carries; and woe to the game that comes
within range of it.
There has been a series of meetings at
the City for more than a week, but
know nothing of the result thereof.
There was a Bennett reunion at the
place now owned by Austin Hayes on
the 22d inst., and a good dinner was enjoyed by all. Following is a list of the
persons present as it was handed to the
writer; more would have been present
had they not been detained at home by

sickness:

Mr. antl Mrs. Jacob Bennett. South Parle.
Mr. ami Mre. John Bennett, South Carle.
Mr*. A. A. Ken<lall, Waketleld, Mann.
Mr. Charlee W. Bennett, Sweden.
Mr. an<l Mre. Jauies H. Bennett, East Bouton.
Mr. ami Mre. C. O. Bennett, Norway.
Mr. and Mre. Ο. H. Haekell, Sweden.
Mies Zllpha A. HuskeU, Sweden.
Mrs. Levi Shed·!, Norway.
Mr. and Mre. Oecar G. Bennett, Norway.
Mre. Eva Bennett, Sweden.
Mr. and Mre frneet Bennett, Sweden.
Mr. G. G. Caldwell, Greenwood.
Mr·. Kva Klwell, Greenwood.
Marlon E. Elwell, Greenwood.
Mrs. Leora Harlow, Weet Parle.
Mr. and Mre II. H. Bis bee, Sweden.
Mr. and Mrs. H.N. Porterandeon,South Parle.
Mr.and Mrs. A S. Brooke, Greenwood.
Mr. and Mre. Pearl Whitman and daughter.
Greenwood.
Κrank Bennett and two eone, Loeke'e Mills.

West Sumner.
Mrs. Lillian Fuller and Miss Jennie
Bates of Boston, daughters of the late
Washington Bates of this place, recently
visited their uncle, Mr. Mellen Bates,
From here they went to
and wife.
Snow's Falls, where they will visit their
relatives.
Mr. Fred Packard of Auburn is in
town visiting his brother, Mr. G. II.
Packard, and family.
Mrs. Adna Barrows of Paris Hill and
Mrs. Ada Mellon and son Frank of Lynn,
Mass., recently made a short visit to
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Tuell and Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Tuell.
Mre. 11. A. MacDonald remains very
ill, but hopes are entertained of her
Mrs. W. H. MacDonald rerecovery.
Miss
turned home Monday, Sept. 26.
Titcomb of Farmington is caring for

baby Phyllis.

Mrs. W. T. Bisbee entertained Mr. and
Mre. Madison Ford and their friend,
Mre. Livermore of Quincy, Mass., on
Sunday, Sept. 25.
Mr. Fred Keene and daughter of Dixfield were in town on Sunday. Mr. and
Mrs. Charlee Field returned with them
for an extended visit.
The public library was opened to patrons on Saturday, Sept. 24.
Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee is visiting at Barrett and East Sumner this week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin are
attending state fair at Lewiston this
week.
They will also visit her sister,
Mrs. J. H. Phillips of Brunswick, a day

nr

two.

Hebron.
Mr. Ralph Whitney
Tuesday from a vieit to

returned here
New York.
The Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. «ave
a reception at Sturtevant Home Wednes-

day evening.

Mrs. S. C. Howe has been very sick
for a few days, but at present writing is
Dr. Woodbury of South
a little better.
Paris is in attendance.
Mrs. Amanda Hood, who has been
stopping a while with her sister, Mrs.
Joseph Hibbs, returned to her home in
Greene last week.
The wind and rain of to-day, Thursday, will take off many apples.
A great quantity of sweet corn is being
hauled by here for the West Minot

factory.

North Stoneham.

Mrs. R. M. McKeen has gone on a
visit to her sisters at Paris and Samner.
Mrs. L. J. Gammon is keeping house
[or her during her absence.
Mrs. Ada Holden of Casco visited her

no

ailead.

Wut Parte.
The drama "Uncle Robe" Is

1 jtwrence, Mau.
Mr. Jotham Chapman i· painting for
] ifr. J. L. Holt.
Miae Grace Howe is caring for Mrs.
] 3. W. Cole who is slowly gaining.
Miss Rose Kimball has returned from
Jι
verj enjoyable trip to St. Louie,
| jolng with the excursion party conduct-

Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens
Mia. Mary A Liver.>:or
.hi

y nt'urv ^oincr-ci

Misa Claim A. Rartoi.
MIhh Anna A. tiorluu,

.men .nmuii: ·<η··Γ,

Mr·. Uenevera Tuell.
Mrs. Anna White.

Rev. C. H. Young preached morning
and evening last Sunday at the Methodist chapel.
Mrs. Irvin I.. Bowker was with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Tuell, last
week.
Mrs. Nellie Bryant has sold the apples
in her orchard to A. C. Perham.
Mr. Edwin R. Berry, eon of Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Berry, and who is well
known in this vicinity, has moved from
Mexico to Norway where ho will work
for Cummings Brothers in their mill.
Granite Lodge, F. and A. M., has reason to congratulate itself that on Friday
evening of last week, as an associate
order, a promising lodge of the "Eastern Star" was organized in this place at
Masonic Hall. The lodge was instituted
by Grand Patron Malon Patterson of
Solon, assisted by W. E. Willard of Portland, who was a visitor for the occasion.

There were forty charter members and
the organization was named "Granite
Chapter, No. 115, Order of the Eastern
Star. Following are the officers chosen:

Newry.

The late severe frosts have proved
very disastrous to farmers with orchards. Hundreds of barrels of apples
in this vicinity are hanging on the trees
Fields of sweet
entirely worthless.
corn were spoiled by the early frosts,
and farmers relied on the unusually
heavy crop of apples to help them out.
J. S. Allen and W. C. Foster, who have
large orchards of fine grafted fruit, will
each lose several hundreds of dollars.
Messrs. Bartlett, Faunce and Taylor,
county commissioners, called on friends
in town while en route for Upton.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor have recently received congratulations on the
birth of a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Foster and Norman Dudley of Bethel are stopping at
Ε. B. Knapp's.
Mrs.
Walter Powers has received
news of the very serious illness of her
father, Mr. Α. II. Witham of Denmark.

Worthy Matron—Mrs. Charles H. Rate·).

Worthv Patron—Mr. Leonnrd B. Swan.
Associate Matron—Mre. John L. Marshall.
Secretary—John I.. Marshall.
Treasurer—Mrs. Frank L. Willie.
Conductress—Mrs. Chae. R. Bridge.
Associât* Conductress— Miss Mabel E. Stearns.
Allah—Miss Llnnle Marshall.
Ruth-Mrs. Chas. F. Harden.
Ebther—Miss Ethel M. Howe.
Martha—Mrs. Edwin E. Jackson.
Electra—Mrs. John E. Brock.
Warden—Mrs Frank if. Hill.
Sentinel—Mi. Frank !.. Willie.
Organist—Miss Georgia Marshall.

sincere
The instituting officer gave
words of praise to the netfly installed
officers, and assured the new members
that there was a bright prospect before
the order.
Mrs. Eliza Willie Kendall, who recently visited relatives here and at South
Paris, and who is well known in this
vicinity, died very suddenly in Massachusetts last Friday of a paralytic shock.
She was in her usual health and it comes
as a great shock to her relatives.

Ryerson, a native of this
town, died on Friday, Sept. 16, at his
home, 364 Merrimack Street, Lowell,
Henry

Oxford.

Mrs. Ilattie Francis is visiting her
brother, E. W. Edwards.
Eugene Burns and Alton Verrill have
gone to the lakes hunting and fishing.
Richard
Mr.
Tyner of Arlington,
Mass., has bought the Charles Fuller
farm on Pigeon Ilill for a summer residence.
Miss Anna Cummings visited her sister, Mrs. French, this week.
Mrs. Ν. T. Frost and daughter are
staying at the house of Dr. A. L. Hersey
during the absence of the family.
Mrs. Carr and daughter Lena are at
where Lena ie
attending
Portland,
school.
The families of George and E. J.
Parrott have returned from the islands
where they have been during the sum-

J.

Mass. He was born in 1833 and received his education here in bis native town.
At the age of 21 he went to Lowell,
where be resided the rest of his life.
Upon first going to Lowell he worked
for a few years in one of the mills there.
He afterwards went into business on his
own account as proprietor of a general
variety store. With increased business
he branched out iD larger fields, and in
the thirty years he was in business for
himself he amassed a small fortune. He
retired from business eighteen years
ago. Ile is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Herbert L. Chapman, of Lowell,
one grandson and four sisters, Mrs.
Sarah E. Giles of Lowell, Mrs. Charles
Vickery of Auburn, Me., Mrs. Henry
Reed of Lewiston, Me., and Mrs. Mary
mer.
Howard of Hanover, Me. He was not
Rev. Mr. Newport gave a very interconnected with any of the fraternal or
the
at
lecture
on
meeting
Japan
esting
social organizations of Lowell. Mr.
of the Γ. P. S. C. E., Sunday evening.
was well and favorably known
Rev. Mr. Hannaford, a former pastor, Ryerson
in Lowell, and hie demise saddened a
preached Sunday morning at the M. E. wide
circle of acquaintances.

church.

The family of Fred Ilall at Welch-

North Paris.
ville has been quarantined on account of
scarlet fever.
Μγβ. Lizzie Putney is visiting her
Mrs. Quint of Bridgton preached at relatives at the village.
the Advent chapel Sunday.
AdnaTuell is repairing and painting

his buildings, making a big improvement
in their appearance thereby.
We received a pleasant visit from Mr.
and Mrs. M. D. Foss, who are visiting
his mother, Mrs. Diantha Fuller, this
week.
Messrs. H. W. and W. W. Dunham
«rent to Berlin on business Sept. 20th.
W. F. Dunham of Lynn, Mass., is
risiting his parents and brother.
A. D. Littlehale has sold his large
of Hanipan of horses to Mr. Russell

Lovell.
Judge Barnard of Washington and
family have returned to the city. We
were about to eay had returned home,

but as he has bought a place at Center
Lovell he now decides that Lovell is his
home. We would welcome many more
uf the same kind. The Judge and Mrs.
Barnard visited the Center school one
jay the past week, giving the children a
short talk and inviting them to renew in
the spring at his place their studies of
the birds, in which he takes much pleas-

jver.

is

ure.

George Hammond with
repairing the old saw mill.

a crew

of men

Several of the farmers here have bad
Sumner Andrews has returned to
*
stolen from their
i »rain and other things
Lawrence.
season by sneak thieves,
W. C. Bassett is finishing a rent in the buildings this
W. Chase lost one of his best
building which was W. Â. Eastman's ind C.

blacksmith shop.

<

iheep, presumably

by the same cause.

Ε. E. Field has sold hia four oxen to
Β. E. Brown is building a house for
:he storing and repairing of boats near lames Pledge.
his lower cottage on Upper Kezar.
Rev. T. M. Davie, who accepted a
East Sumner·
rail to the Congregational church In
of the Congregational So·
ladies
The
this place, and began bis work last Son1
will hold their first annual fair at
siety
his
released
from
to
be
has
asked
lay,
Grange Hal), East Sumner, on Thursday
agreement that be may go to South ifternoon
and evening, Oct 6. Sale of
Plymouth, Mass., and will go there.
and fancy articles will
The farmers are beginning to pick nisoellaneous
1
at & p. x., and continue during the
ψρίββ, of which there is a very large 1 >pen
ifternoon and evening. A hot supper
;rop.
from β to 8. At the close

drowned by the upsetting

are

V

Λ
—

JI

I will prove it, if you will
allow me.

THAT WILL NOT RUST.

MY

sorrowfully

And give my customers
the benefit of one profit,

A small tornado in the Penobscot Val·
ley on Friday was responsible for quite
ι little damage, especially at Belfast,
tnd one death. Allie Richards, aged
J5, was struck by a falling chimney at
Belfast and killed.

sawing

Warranted not to
if it does

wood.

wear

see

out—a

Try me and

new one

if I will not prove it.

m. C. LEAVITT WM. C. LEAVITT WM. C, LEAVITT

Elmer S. Randall, a telephone inspector, was killed at Augusta Friday by
coming in contact with a live wire.
Randall woe adjutant of the third
battalion, Second Regiment, N. G. S.
M. He was buried by Co. Κ at Farmington with military honors. His age
was 28.

NORWAY, MAINE.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Railroad, carrying

Dressy

Overcoats
Ju«t

h>ok at this ilhts<>f

t'iltion

Ί

Un

t

Niai

χ

Sell a liner

&

overcoat ;

better

ytt

here and

in

just step

look at the overcoat it-

self.

You'll

a

garment

as

see

handsome ami

dressy

as was ever

made ; suitable for all
from
sorts of wear,

business

Many

styles

dress.

to full

other

overcoat

for you to look

at while you are here ;

Ryton,

rain

you decide upon,

it's

belt coats,

coats. No matter which

suae

to

style and
May we

have

distinction.
see

you ?

Η. B. Foster,
Norway,

late, and put on the brakes, but they
did not stop the train. The locomotive
and baggage car were completely wreck-

1904 by
Hart Schaffner àf Marx

Copyright

Me

too

BLUE

ed, and the other cars were more or less
damaged. Hundreds of people witnessed

the accident. The wreck took (ire, but
the flames were promptly subdued by
Two men were
the fire department.
killed outright, two others have since
died from their injuries, and several
a
were seriously and
larger number
slightly injured. The dead are William
P. Kimball of Portland, engineer, who
leaves a widow; William S. Chapman of
Rockland, fireman, unmarried; Almon

STORES.

The Joy of Feeling Fitted.
Will he your

our new

you'll
requirement.

Central, 4*2 years of age, who leaves a
wife and daughter. The railroad commissioners will conduct an investigation

experience ifyou get

Fall Suits.

may be,

Hodgson of Lewiston, government mail
weigher; and Joseph E. Cook of Portland, traveling engineer on the Maine

find

No matter how

a

Suit here

to

into

one

exacting

meet

of

you

your every

Kuppenheimer & Co.,

into the accident.

New Summer Camps in Newry.
A current newspaper item states that
Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Kellogg of
Philadelphia, who always pass their
sum mers in Maine, are contemplating
establishing summer camps at North
Newry, a favorite resort of theirs. They
will construct them on a unique plan,
with the camp fire in the center and the
cabins all around. A cafe with a cook
and servants will be put near the camp
who is the well
Mr. Kellogg,
fire.
known "bird man," travels with his
auto and camping outfit, loving to
dwell in the woods where he can study
his favorite feathered creatures. He is
one of the three celebrated bird lecturers
and bird imitators in tho United States
and has a really wonderful talent, illustrating his talks pictorially as lie describes the dwellers of the forest and reproduces their beautiful notes and calls.
In his cabins at North Newry he will
bave a following of friends who like him- Next door to Post
self wish to live near to nature's heart.

Thompson Snow & Co.,
Kirschbaum & Co.,
are

Fearlessness.

Those who have

like

we

have

an

make necessary

seen our

line of

WINTER OVERCOATS
say

they

:ream

cannot be beat.

of the selection.

It is

a

good plan to buy early
prices, $5~$iS.

and get the

All kinds and

MEDIUM WEIGHT UNDERWEAR.

Office, So. Paris.

nonth, 50c., 75c., $1.

Jn-t right

for the next

F. H. NOYES CO.,

PROBATE NOTICES.

Γο all

Full-blooded, warm-hearted, keen-judg-

sell and gurantee.

we

they do not fit you just as you
experienced tailor at your service to
changes free of charge.

(tereons Interested In either of the KetAtCH
hereinafter namc<l:
At a Probate Court, held at Paris. In ami
(or the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Sept., lu the year of our I.ord one thousand
nine hundred and four. The following nutter
having been presented for the a-tlon thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordkkei»:
That notice thereof l>c given to all pernor Interested, by r.auslng a copy of this order to be
three week* successively In the.- <>xpublished
tord Democrat, a newspaper published a' Month
Pari·, lu said County, that they may ap|>ear at a
-in
the
Probate Court to Ite held at Parle,
ihlrd Tuesday of October, A. I). 1904 at «
heard
therel>e
·.
and
th
forenoon,
Df the clock In
in If they see cause.

(From the Cleveland Leader.)
Every sentence shows the man of
action no less than the man of careful
judgment. One of the notable characteristics is its fearlessness. Mr. Roosevelt believes in himself as millions of
He has no
voters believe in him.
ipologies to offer for hie administration,
ao
promises to make under coercion
False
divided
Trom a
opposition.
modesty is absent from this message to

makes

If

BROOKS,
The Pharmacist,

1

SOUTH PARIS.

CASTORIA

NORWAY.
Bearctho

fwlnfants and Children.

The Kind You Have Alwajs Bougbt

—7

«*

than Mr.
ing Americans. None better
Roosevelt know what has been accomEVERETT L. NEW Μ Λ Ν..lato of Dlxfle'd, de
gov· leased; will and petition for probate thereof
plished since he took the reins of what
by John S. Harlow, the executor therepresented
he
than
better
srnment; none
η named
)betacles have been overcome; none
more

iigh

qualified than he to judge how
is the mark of achievement.

JOSEPH BRIGGS, 'ale of Paris, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof presented by
Jarrle A. Briggs the executrix therein named.

A LOVE LETTER.

STEPHEN S. PACKARD, late of Albany, debased; petition Eugene K. imllli or some other
iultable person be appointed administrator preeote.l by Lillian M. Coffey, daughter.
ESTHER A. LaKAMP, late of DlxfleW, deeased; petition that -loi n 8. Harlow or some
ither suitable person beapp >lnted administrator
•resented by Mattle LaKamp, a 'laughter.

tore for a year, but a box of Bucklnn's
Vrnica Salve cured me. It's the best
Salve on earth. 25 cents at F. A. Shurteff & Co.'s, South Paris, West Paris.

of say Ave or ten
limited
But that would be an awfully
rears.
ong sentence to impose on many people,

period

y

Γ"

of

SARAH L, FLORENCE G. and LENA Ε.
ON\NT, wards, of Burkfield; tec md account
Wilson H. Conant,

for allowance by
£ resented
uardlan.

ADDISON E. HERR1CK,
Judge of said Court.

copy—Attest

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
b sen duly appointed executrix of the last will

*

of
AZBL W. FA UNCE, late of Norway,
ti the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons havb >nd» aa toe law directs.
said deg demands against the estate of
to
desired
«wed «rs
present the same for
m Element, knd all Indebted thereto are requested
* > ma'ie payment Immediately.
ABBIE V. FA UNCE.
Sept. iOth, 1904.

mrni

Rails,

WALKER & PlUn MFG.

\

which

save

half the trouble

CO.,31-35 Uilon Stmt, Butoi, Μια

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

g
WILLIAM CHURCHILL, late of Sumner,
d eceased; petition for determination of collateral
li iherltancc tax and first and final account pre
* snted for allowance by Addl<s L. Colby, execulx.

id tes ta m

jj

blacking;

Wright, executor.

i delalde W. Huntre-ts, executrix.

*

;

with the Simmering Cover, extra large Ash Pan, etc.,etc
It there la ne agent In your town we will tend a
"Crawford" on 30 day»' trial.

FRANKLIN HUNTRESS, late of Hiram, de
saard; final account présenté I for allowance by

A true

fuel

Together

petltl jner.

amos S.

saves

Removable Nickel

MARTHA C CHICK, lato of lllram, deceased;
nal account presented for allowance by Edgar
■. KUnt, executor.
GEORGE L. M ELLEN', !nte of Purl>, de■ased ; first account presented for allowance by

I

—

and

iresenteil by Ellen M. Curtis, guardian.
GILBERT WARREN of Denmark; tlnal acount presented for allowance by Harry G.
mall, guardian.
MYRTIE M. CHASE, of Dlxfleld; pttltlon for
hange of naine to Mertle M. Morse presented

BROKE INTO HIS HOUSE.
S. LeQuinn of Cavendish, Vt., was
obbed of his customary health by invaion of Chronic Constipation. When Dr.
king's New Life Pills broke into his
louse, his trouble was arrested and now
ie's entirely cured. They're guaranteed
25 cents at P.. A. Shurtleff &
ο cure.
!o.'s Drug Stores, South Paris, West
'arii.
THE SECRET OP SUCCESS.
of
million bottles
August
'lower sold in the United States alone
demand
the
And
ince its introduction!
Isn't that a fine
or it is still growing.
bowing of success? Don't it prove that
.uguet Flower has had,unfailing success
ι the cure of indigestion and dyspepsia
-the two greatest enemies of health and
appiness? Does it not afford the best
vidence that August Flower is a sure
intestinal
peciflc for all stomach and itself
the
isorders?—that it has proved
est of all liver regulators? August
lower has a matchless record of over
!>irty-five years in curing the ailing
lillions of these distressing complaints
in Its
-a success that is becoming wider
as
sope every day, at home and abroad,
le fame of August Flower spreads.
'rial bottles, 25 cents; regular sice, 75
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff Λ
«, snts.

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the difficulty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large OveR with asbestos-lined back and heatsaving cup-joint Hues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Crate, which makes a better ftr·

VERNON A. CURTIS, of Paris, ward; p«tllon for llccnse to sell and convey real estate

vhen under the existing system they
an get a divorce any time.

Forty

HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE OF

AMELIA A. PAINE, latcof Canton, deceased ;
letltlon for the appointment of Orson L. I'alne
>r some ot^er suitable person as admlnLtrator
iret-ented by Orson L. Palnn, a son.

George Meredith advocates marriages

or a

(ooking-Ranges

ELVIRA HARROWS, late of 1'arls, deceased ;
*111 and codicil presented for probate by Lizzie
H Morse, the executrix therelu named.

Would not interest you if you're lookng for a guaranteed Salve for Sores,
Burns or Pile·. Otto Dodd, of Ponder,
tfo., writes: "I suffered with an ugly

quite busy. Very pleasrill be served
ant for harvesting after the hard frost.
>f the sale and supper, The Secret Order
Misses Maud and Bessie Goude, who
Lake.
Norway
>f the Golden Goose will give an exhikiare attending school at Gould's AcadV. L. Partridge went to state fair Jon initiation, with the following cast
lister, Mrs. Will Colbert, Sunday and emy, visited friends in town Saturday
>f characters:
ind Sunday.
rhursday and Friday.
Monday.
Jane Kettleblley.
Mrs. Osgood Kneeland is visiting her lupreme Golden Goose
Mrs. Daniel Wight of Dummer, Ν. H.,
Will Colbert ha? been at work at
Golden Goose, Eameralda Merrlwlnkle.
Extreme
Kneeland.
bas been the guest of Mrs. Josephine ion, Warner
Stumbletoe.
Jacob
Fryeburg.
Golden 8npporter,
Evelyn Partridge, who has been having UjrbtGolden Supporter, ....Jeremiah MacLsffln.
H. B. McKeen has bought a colt of W. Wheeler and Mrs. Bert Harriman the
Ann
Caataakeroni.
in
her
work
back
to
has
ι
ι
Mary
Conductor
Jolden
vacation,
W. Durgin.
gone
past week.
Jeu Boiter.
loldei Aulatant,
Rev. Henry Farrar officiated at the : Portland.
Jonathan J amble·.
Captain Brooks and Mabel Brooks of
tokten Secretary
Kva Eden.
League meeting at the school house lolden Treasurer
Milton Plantation were at Wm. Gam- funeral of Mr. Charles Ingalls of Los
Martha Letemln.
toklen Gatekeeper,
mon's Saturday and Sunday·
Angeles, Cal., whose remains were ι )ct. 4th.
A. AUrlfht.
A.
Aleck
Candidate
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
Ralph Adams and daughter Angie are brought to Shelbnrne, Ν. H., Sunday,
C to.
" oeats./
rith Mrs. Mary Perry Oct. Stf
Admittance free. Sapper 10
wd Interred In the Ingalls oemetery.
ttaying at Dennis Adams.
Thrashers

the

as

Pails, Dishpans, Washl'his will be guaranteed basins, Boilers, Milk
The Leavitt Improved
Cans, Dinner Pails.
STORE.
AT
Boiler Handle,
Buy one and enjoy JUST THINK OF IT.

at the site of its
burned hotel and wonders, when, and
by whom, a new one will be built.

mention the different mountain peaks,
which are not a few. Mes. Bean declined the invitation to go, preferring to
stay with Mrs. Wheeler and her sister,
Mrs. Merandia Wardwell, and she says
she was not sorry for her decision, although Mr. Bean says it was a day long
to be remembered by him.
Bert Acres, who has been in the employ of the Scribner Brothers at Rumford, has sold his house and is moving
back to Albany.
Roecoe Peabody has closed his labors
with Abel Andrews and is going to work
for E. Barker in the blacksmith shop
here at the Corner.

v

kind, Is BOTH
GOOD and TRUE.

A passenger train on the Somerset
Governor Ilill and
The official vote in the recent state Ποη. William 'Γ. Haines of Waterville
when
will
as
nervous
people
coming
a cow and
election is announced as follows:
among its passengers, ran into
they wish to blame some one, when Har- Cobb, Republican,
76,591 was derailed on Saturday, Sept. 24th.
rison epoke ηρ, "William, I think you I»avle Democrat.
48.791
no one was injured, though
2.75ti Fortunately
will find that tool in the s-s-supplement." Woodbury, Prohibition,
1,ΛΤβ the engine and tender were overturned
Social lut,
In my report of the fellow who saw no llapgood,
1H down an embankment, and all the trucks
Scattering,
drunken man in all his wanderings here
of the train except the last one left the
Total vote,
130,782
and there, until he boarded the P. and
rails.
Cobb's
2C.S00
plurality,
R. P. R., the Captain on reading the
same rose to remark, that he bad probaMaine men who voted on the constituCHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY.
bly just emerged from his state of coma. tional amendment regarding the increase
No one who is acquainted with its
Century Pomona is booked to meet of legislators1 salaries will be interested
can be surprised at the
Buckfield Grange Oct. 12th.
to know that Maine pays her law makers good qualities
Chamberlain's
of
popularity
great
in
other
state
less than is paid by any
ft not only cures colds
Albany.
Massachusetts pays her Cough Remedy,
the Union.
and
and grip effectually
permanently,
Friday starts in with a thunder ehower legislators 5750 for the session, New
these diseases from reto purify the air and freshen the grass. York and Pennsylvania pay $1500, Illi- but prevents
is
also a cerIt
in
pneumonia.
Herbert Ilobbs of Norway is in town nois $1000 and Ohio $000. Five other sulting
tain cure for croup. Whooping cough
selling the Ruesell patent shaft holder etates pay all the way from $200 to $580 is not
dangerous whon this remedy is
to attach to carriages to hold up the for the session. All the other states pay
It contains no opium or other
shafts when not in use. It is very sim- their legislators a per diem of from $3 to given.
Harmful uiih«tnnr-f> nnd mav be iriven as
ple, durable, and it seems to us that $8, which is generally made to figure up
confidently to a baby as to an adulr. It
every one that has one attached to his to about the average of the lump sum
ifi also pleasant to take. When all of
carriage will save many times the fifty payments in other states, the average these facts
are taken into consideration
cents, the cost, in time hunting for length of the legislative sessions in these
it is not surprising that people in foreign
something to hold up the shaft, say states being about sixty days.
lands, as well as at home, esteem this
nothing of the amount of scolding and
The Maine Teachers' Association will remedy very highly and very few are
perhaps profanity
exploded while hold its next annual meeting at Bangor, willing to take any other after having
hunting.
Dr. Bliss Perry, once used it. For sale by Shurtleff ά
Oct. 27, 28, and 29.
is
C.
who
in the hospital in
N.
Moore,
S. II. Russell, Dr. Jane E. Co., South Paris; Jones Drug Store, OxPrincipal
more
comis
a
little
Lewiston,
reported
Rnhhina Tir_ TTnnrv Ilnupk. and ma η ν
ford; Noyés Drugstore, Norway.
fortable at the latest.
other bright men and women will adthe
out
of
has
T.
Cole
gone
Tyler
dress the meetings. Attractive and in.Tlnkii'g; Friends Every Day.
poultry business, having sold hie stock
covering every de- This can truthfully be *al<l of JELL-O I (J Κ
of over one hundred to H. G. McNally. spiring programmes
of school work have been pre- CREA M POWDER, the new product for making
\frc f}
A fihnvAr whn hae ho^n vtniL partment
pared ; and there will be separate con- the most delicious Ice créant yoti ever ate; everying the last three weeks in Hyde Park, ferences for kindergarten, primary,
thing In the package Nothing tastes «ο good in
Mass., her old home, is expected back
grammar, and rural school teachers, hot weather. All grocers are placing It In 'took.
home Saturday.
school and college instructors, If your grocer can't supply you send 25e. for 2
Next week cornes the World's Fair at secondary
as well as for superintendents.
Every pai'kagei by mall. Four kinds: Vanilla, ChocoNorth Waterford, and it is expected that
teacher should remember that, since late, Strawberry ami Unflivored. Addrcs.s The
many that have been to St. Louis to the there are to be no county meetings this
Geuesee Pure Food Co., Rox 2!tt, I.e Roy, X. Y.
great exhibition will return so as to
year, the Bangor convention is the only
take in the World's Fair.
Thin will Interest Mother·.
to meet socially any conA. G. Bean and wife visited friend* in opportunity
Mother Gray's Sweet I'owders for iJilMren.
siderable number of educational work- Cure
Kevc ldiηι·Η», ΒλΊ 8ton-ch. Siimrao-l'owel
Gilead and Shelburne last week. They
The hotels and railroads have offer- Troubles, Teething Idsor lers, move an·ι regulate
ers.
went with their team. They report fine
ed such reduced rates that a large at- the ItiiwcU and Destroy Wo. m*. They tirerrfttil.
weather and a verv enjoyable visit. Mr.
Over :10,0U) testimonials. At all druggl»'*, iv.
tendance is easily possible.
Sainp'.e mailed Κ REE. Address Allen S. O.ruBean says his friend, Ellery Wheeler,
I.e Itov. Ν. V.
The worst railroad accident of the sted,
of Shelburne, took his team and drove
across the new iron bridge at Shelburne year in Maine occurred on the Maine
Aik for Allen'* Koot-Kasr, Λ Fonder
village with him and up by the Aston Central at Lewiston Monday afternoon, Τ·> shake Into your shoes. It rest·* the f«t.
Mitkes walking easy. Cures Corns, Itunlons, Inplace as far as the Endicott stone castle, directly in front of the state fair grounds. growing
Nails, Swollen ami Sweating feet. At
then across the Androecoggin at Lead- The train from Farmington, running at all
druggist1- anil shoe stores. 24c. I'on't accept
mine bridge and back down on the west high speed, ran into a switch which was any suli-titute. Samole FREE. Address Allen
side of the river showing and explaining wrongly set for the siding, and plowed S. Olmsted. Le Hoy, Ν. V.
the eights, not forgetting to name the into the froight cars standing on the
saw the signal
summer cottages lately erected, nor to siding. The engineer

Mies Delta Lane.
Mr* Alice Neleon

long

BUYER,

GOOD,

Be

as

PAY FOR IT WITH

I

North Vassalboro, like Brunswick, still

?azes

Will last

Of ANY

Wholesale Prices

}f a boat in the Saco River, Sept. 24tb.
Bach of them leaves a wife and children.

them.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Irish are visiting a
daughter in Auburn.
Rev. Mr. Athearn has returned from
his vacation.
A great while ago I knew a man, a
We will
farmer and local preacher.
He had a brother
call him William.
who lived with him who lisped somewhat. We will name him Harrison.
On one occasion William held a meeting
at the school house. In announcing his
subject lie said, "You will find the words
of my text Id the supplement so and
so." On the morrow, when the cares of
the farm had supplanted the deep fervor
of the previous evening, there was some
farming tool missing. William was be-

Bros.
Mrs. Nellie Bryant returned home the
middle of last week, having spent a week
with her daughter, Mrs. Robertson, at
South Paris. During her stay there her
brother, Rev. Henry M. Houghton, of
Mr.
Bradford, Pa., visited there.
Houghton is acquainted with many in
this vicinity, but has not been in Maine
for several years.
Mrs. Lucinda Small is visiting at Mechanic Falls.
Mr. Sidney llayes of Boston visited
his sister, Mrs. S. N. Young, last week.
Ε.
Rev.
A.
Davis, Baptist State
Missionary, was in this vicinity Tuesday
and Wedneeday of last week.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum had her parlor millinery opening Friday and Saturday of
last week. The rooms were tastefully
arranged, and about the usual amount
of goods on hand. The standard color
for hats this season is brown, and the
brighter trimmings are in green and
Mrs. Farnum has eome fine
urange.
goods in stock, and as in the past will
merit the patronage of her customers by
quality of millinery and reasonable
prices. As apprentice to learn the millinery trade she has with her Miss Bessie
Whitman from Greenwood.
Frank L. Willis has had one of his
portable engines standing unused for
nearly two years at the upper end of
Maple Street. Last Tuesday he had a
six-horse team move it to Greenwood
where he is going to fit up and use it for
sawing stock for dowels. This will be
in addition to his sawing lumber for the
Paris Manufacturing Co.
The corn shop tinished canning last
Tuesday. We are informed that the
amount put up this season was something
In some sections the
over 330,000 cans.
corn was good, in others the yield was
not up to tho average as it did not come
The labeling
up well when planted.
was begun last
Thursday with fifteen
women at work.
The Wednesday Club met last week
with Mrs. L. C. Bates. A piano solo
A
was rendered by Miss Delia Lane.
sketch of Shakespeare and his home was
given, and "Othello" was read by the
club, the several parts being assigned to
the different members. After adjournment refreshments were served.
The W. C. T. U. will hold its next
regular meeting Thursday afternoon of
this week with Mrs. C. Howard Lane.
An interesting programme has been arranged, the principal features of which
will be a short biographical sketch of
the following noted women:

SOLO AT

Two Biddeford men, Arthur Wheeler,
ft years of age, and Rufue W. Small,
were

IS THE

A NEW Saw
May

Maine News Notes.

igedSl,

May Be TRUE,

Reed Flintstone EnamAN
WHAT?
eled Ware,
ATKINS SAW THE REED TJNWARIi,

tnd others attended the state fair.

field is

AS THE LEDGES OF
PIKE'S HILL

id by E. C. Bowler of Bethel.
Mrs. W. H. Whitemore and son from
Enfield, Ν. H., and Mrs. J. C. Seavey
;rom Scarboro Beach have been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. S. MayConnell.
Z. W. Bartlett, O. B. Farwell, E. Bean

Miss Lizzie Bonney of North Buckattending high school here, boardMrs. Carrie Marshall is nurse for Mrs. ing with her nncle, Dr. Heald.
Dr. Caldwell and wife expect to be
Herman Wardwell.
Miss Bertha Â. Emmons has gone to absent at St. Louis three weeks. J. A.
Portland as clerk in the store of Rines Rawson and wife have five weeks before

chased the whole place of Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Dearborn.

IT

An OLD Saw

SOLID

Bart Bethel.
Mrs. Etta Be»n bai returned from

to
Geo. W. Pike, now of Springfield,
be played under the anaploe· of the Mm·., remember· hi· many Buckfield
Masons. The parts have been assigned friends by inviting them to be present
on the twentieth of October at the Pint
and rehearsals are in progrès·.
Rev. F. E. Barton will preach a har- Church of Chriat in that city, to witneas
vest sermon for the Universalist society his marriage to Miss Hazel Sandenon
at three o'clock in the afternoon next Day of Springfield.
Thursday tome over forty ticket· were
Sunday, Oct. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. James Bennett of Boston sold for the state fair, Friday but few
were sold and bat few came from up the
recently visited at S. N. Young's.
Mrs. H. P. Dennlson and little grand- line.
H. A. Irish has recently returned from
son of West Bethel visited Miss Dana
a business trip to Boston.
last Tuesday.
Fred Record and mother, Mrs. Nellie
On Wednesday, Miss Ola Swan went
to Boston for an indefinite length of DeCoater, who have recently visited at
time. She will work in the dressmaking Springvale, have returned home.
À. L. Dunn will sell hi· stock, hay and
rooms of Mrs. Emma Houghton Harris
all farming implements, etc., at auction,
at Brook line.
Mrs. Ε. H. Brown of Rumford Falls, Oct. 22d.
Horace Murch has teams excavating
who owned half of the stand known as
the "Judkins homestead," has now pur- his cellar.
toon

ont

In any
CAR
B
V or

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
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Wilson went to

NOEWAY.

Boato

Monday morning for a week's stay.
Clyde Brown and wife of Waterburj

Conn.,

are

guests at Wm. J. Wheeler's

RAILWAY.

10.40 Α.

I

The Woman's Mission Circle will mee
with Mrs. Emery Bonney Wednesday a
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:t o'clock.
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STATBI» MKKTINGA.
F. Λ A. M. Kecular meeting of Oxford Lodpe,
No. is, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full troon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles We<lnesday Evening, on or
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. Λ 8. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariner·, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In (hid Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Wtldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows'Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Evenlugs of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
month.
K. of P.—Iteeular meeting In Hathaway Block
O. Noyce
every Thuredav Evening. U. R., A.
Division, Nn. 12, meets third Friday of each
P.
second
No.
33,
S.,
month. Lake
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
and
meets
second
P. of H.—Norway Grange
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Poet, No. 54, meets In
n'cw G. A. R. Tall on the llrst Tuesday Evening
of carh month.
W. R. C.— Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon

The Ladies' Aid
Society of th«
Methodist church will hold its monthly
social with Mrs. Benj. Swett Wednesday
afternoon.

FiHeld, who
employed during the summer al
Gray's Inn, Jackson, Ν. IL, have reJ. A. Record and Harry

were

turned home.

Assembly,

-TATHU RKKTISOS.

IL

«Ibiiry

Mr. Howland's horse, American Law,
uuest at J. W. Chute*».
is won the 2:50 trot at the state fair TuesΚ red Adkius, of Livermore,
'
the first heat to Miss
bcr ti«tef, Mrs. J. K. Phi···!. day. losing only
Strike, owned by Professor Chapman of
the
at
Baptist
.sale
l;.-inenibcr the
Bethel. Best time, 2:23 1-4.
;tuii evening,
Friday afternoon
Those who intend to stmly music with
Mrs. Briggs this coming season, should
I
of Masonic
as soon as possible for the time is
i e brick sidewalk iu front
Powers ipply
is been relaid, Thomas
rapidly tilling up aud late comers may
the work.
bave to be put upon the waiting list.
v.·-

:

m ««n,
I'he season of Uanu concerts
is I
it.ά the season of church suppers
fairly under way.
has I
Newton *»fanlev <»f South Portland
Wirt Stan-I
a est of his brother,
rht·

The annual meeting of the first Uni^ersalist church will be held Tuesday
evening of this week at 7:30 p. m., in
he church. A
large attendance of
J. H.
is desired.
.-hurch members

Little, pastor.
days.
I
Nt'ït Sunday afternoon tiie subject at
and
daughter
Mrs. J. II. Henderson
of Miss Maud It he Universalist church will be "The
t M utreai were guests
till Saturday. I Souk of Revelation." To what eveDt
t>s fr. oj Thursday
l>es it refer'.' Sunday evening topic,
Iowa, who 1|
of
Winthrop,
Perkins
\V.
with ourselves," "A workV
Maine. I 'Exacting

iey.

t

r

η

is

s|. -it

few

a

visiting relatives in
few days with his uepliew,

H.J

be ashamed.''
nan that needeth
1 Tim. 2:13.
Leader, Mrs. McArdle.
not to

left on his I
/. Γ'-rkiti-. hist week. He
The University Association will hold
:v irn t· Iowa Wednesday.
ts first
regular meeting Wednesday,
from
Another student of English
>ct. 5th, at the home of Mr. Fletcher.
isl
He
l'ark's.
Mr.
( :;>a li i·· come to
I [*rograiiime for the evening:
of Havana, a young man of li>.
"»ena

;

..t

ami refinement, and
ijht kuowledgeof the

cure
s

Current «venu».

already I( τίκίη of Koroaoce Language*. Mr Fletcher.
mi l Mil
English !■ riie Barbarian Migration* of the 4thMW
Round·.
toll Call

Centurie··

THE NEW

SMILEY THE

THOMAS
STORE

Oùr New Dry Coods Department Store

OPENING,

Universalis! Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angell,

Rev. Ε S. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching service. 10 30 A. M.: Sabbith School,
12 Ou M. ; l'rayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P.M.

The senior class, Paris High School
will give a sociable Thursday evening
Oct δ, in New Hall. Admission 15 cents

—

or.

M ;

prayer
Friday evening.
Raptlst Church,

The pulpit at the Congregations
church was supplied on Sunday by Kev
G. II. Woodward of South Freeport.

■

Congregational Churchy Rev.

Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 Λ
Λ. M. Sabbath School, 12:00; Y. P.C. U. meet
lug, 7 «Ο P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooks, Pastor.
Preaching service, 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
I20u M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7U0 P.M.,
meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting

Dwight Wise and wife nf Gard i ne
have been visiting his parents, Mr. am
Mrs. George Wise, for a few days.

Mr. H. B. Betts of Colby College, who
Regular so satisfactorily supplied the Baptist
Pnla I.o.lge, So. 94· fullmoon.
„v evening onor before
last Suuday, will supply again for
regular meet- pulpit
Κ -Mount Mira l."tge,
oi each week —Λ iron» them next Sunday.
.r.yowniiu· thirl
evening
Momlay
!
t :iti
Mrs. E. A. Howe will have a display
awili
·! eon
No. of her fall stock of
millinery next FriM· ^ns l'!e tsant Kebckah Lo»lge,
ca«-h
or
in· 1 fourth trMaye
day and Saturday, to which evorybody
Hall.
Fellow·'
·"!·!
!n
·: :
is cordially iuvited.
meet»
W. K. Kluib'.i!I l*o»t. No. It-,
;
of each
thirl >.itur<lay evenings
Walter Browu and family, who had
\. R. Hail.
!u
;
flret I beeu
visiting for two weeks at Mrs.
Kimball Relief Corps meet»
κ
w
In
month.
each
of
-aturiay evenings
Alice P. Thayer's, returned to their
l.
Ha
lie tef Cor|>e
1 to Oct. 1, home in Chicago last week.
Η -Purl·· <irange, from May
the
tn·! thirl Satunlay; -luring
There will be a special meeting of the
Satunlav, In
! tin year, meet· every
Belief Corps next Saturday evening,
_· il.til.
fourth Mon<lay* of
ι». C.—Secon«i an·!
Oct. Sth, at the usual hour. All mem::iODth.
No. lsl, bers are requested to be present.
ν
K. <>. P.—Stony P-rook l.o.lge,
I an l iuurth Wwine•.•■lay evenings
A rehearsal of Mt. Pleasant Rebekuh
.-Il til.
ui-ct·» every
ILirallii l.otlge, No, 31,
degree team Wednesday evening of this
Hal!.
to be present
evening at Pythian
α
I'arl.·· week. The team is asked
W ... imcn uf America —South
v!
Tuts
work for the next regular
as there is
ν
;<C. meets secon l an-l^burth
C rue* Hal!.
meeting.
•'ί<·ιι!ηιρ»1η tiofcleB
Parrl* Council, No. 1621,
\r· h ..in
at 7 30.
A business meeting will be held at the
! iiiir-1 Mon-lav evening
-t
close of the prayer meeting at the bapfor a few
Sweden
in
Piunimeris
K
tist church next Tuesday evening. It is
■lays.
very important that the members of the
of Lancaster, Mass., church should be present.
\V·

R. S
Preaching service Sunday
Sabbath School, 12.00 M.: Men
Prayer "cetlng at β 30; Social Meeting. 7 .DO Ρ
M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Tuesday
evening; Y. P. S. C. K. Meeting Friday evening
«econd

Rldeout, Pat

Mr. Gerald Clifford went to Bostoi
Saturday to enter Tufts Dental College
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TO CELEBRATE

CHUXCHE·.

to all who call between 2 o'clock and

5 o'clock P. M.,
and

Tuesday,

Oct. 3

Monday,

Oct. 4.

requested.

Your presence is

■

In

business and
care

to

our

are

purchase

combination of three

a

thing, select one

Dress Goods and

stores we are

We have

interested in it.

Waistings

or more

on

sale

some

heavy

cash

of the best

of these opening

days

No old

goods

ever shown.

New

buyers.

bargains

and visit

us,

are

i Ou'ing Flannel

Night

Robes.

■

J

goods purchased

refreshing yourself with

Furs.

|

Blankets and Puffs.

$9.001

for this

are

strictly
The

opening.

one

prices

A child

priced.
and

descriptions

can

here

buy

are

as

well

as one

but hints of the

spending

week with Mrs. Johnston's brother, I)r.
F. E. Drake, and wife, on Pleasant

Street.

who call between

o'clock and

2

Monday,

5 o'clock P. M.,

Oct. 3

and Tuesday, Oct. 4.
Your presence is

well

requested.

Our Clerk· know their

posted.

good things

na
quality ONE LOT Dress Skirts of wool pana
stitched
double
wide
plaits,
stitched
cloth,
with
pebble cheviot, low collar
with 4 tine tucks, silk braid and ornaband and 5 rows soutache braid,
ments between the plaits, full plaited
belted
and
stitched bands front
back,
17.08
bottom,
back, satin lined, very full plaited

ONE LOT Suits of fine extra

Even if you do

to see.

not

S20.0C
A few Suits from last season at half-

skirt,

We Lave Coats in many styles and
sizes for infante of six months, to ladies'

price.

sizes 44.

ONE LOT Children's Coats of wool eider
down, sailor collar, trimmed with silk
braid and ribbon, sateen lined, 1 to 3
$2.50
years,
ONE LOT Children's Coats of velvet,
blue, black and brown, 3 to 7 years,
loose back, large collar with three
rows of white silk braid and ribbon,
S4.50
sateen lined,
ONE LOT Children's Coats of zibeline,
blue, green and brown, full length,
large collar and turn over cuff trimmed
with two widths mohair braid, belted
£4.08
back, sizes 6-14,

novelty

mix-

Separate Skirts.

fall etyles in Skirts are many.
They are pretty and practical. Not too
The

long.

Other styles equally as

length,

gore,

plaited,

35

to

43

inch

91.08

LU 1

front

L.A

1
1
vuvbvu

a.

uriiuauwiuo,

UL

and sleeve,

good.

vww»

hemstitched

has

tucks in front, six tucks in

Children's Dresses.

Walking Skirts of good weight
than you
material, in brown and gray mixture,

seven

υΛ£ί

$2.98
front, lined,
of taffeta and French knots, 20 loose
ONE LOT white vesting Waists, good
$0.00
the
knee
from
down,
plaits
weight, fancy stripe and figure, twelve

Neat little Dresses for Girls,

ONE LOT

I

tucks, iihed, black, gray, brown, blue,
$2.50
white,
ONE LOT nun,β veiling Waists, in red,
blue, white, pink, two clusters of tuck*
ONE LOT Dress Skirts of heavy all
in back, shirred yoke and sleeve, lace
wool panama cloth, wide box plaits
insertion on collar, cuffs and down
from the hips down, with plait, band

sleeve, pearl buttons,

back, large

$1.98

ONE LOT Silk Waists, prettily tucked
and trimmed with buttons, full sleeve,

cheaper

make them.
ONE LOT of cotton and wool cashmere,
buttons in back, strapped front and
can

very neat,

....

$5.00

Neckwear.

white soutache braid, pearl buttons,
Walking Skirts of novelty
We are having new things in Neck$1.98
lined throughout,
goods, blue and green mixture, seven ONE LOT Russian Dresses of black and wear every week. See our line of Litcy
gore, tabs on buttons, plaited, 35 to 43
white check, patent leather belt, box wash stocks that we are showing this
$3.98
inch length, a neat skirt,
plaited waist and skirt, trimmed with week for 25c.

ONE

LOT

Walking Skirts of all
novelty goods, prettily trimmed,

ONE LOT

and straps,

plaited,

wool

tabs

very neat at, $4.98

ture, gray, standing collar, capes, belt- ONE LOT Dress Skirts of all wool Veneed back, slash pockets, three-quarter ι
tian, in black and blue, seven gore,
910.00
length,
$3.50
plaited bottom, good sizes,
ONE LOT Ladies' Coats, fine kersey,
Dress Skirts of Venetian,
LOT
ONE
three-quarter length, box plaited back,
black and blue, seven gore, trimmed
belt, large-at-the-top sleeve, velvet
with three tatTeta bands aDd medal$13.00
collar, black and castor,
lions,
point on every seam, full
in
wool
cheviot,
ONE LOT-Snite of all
$4.98
....
bottom,
black, brown and blue, no collar,
Ten other styles of the same aud
trimmed around neck with soutache
and wide silk braid, satin lined, semi- different materials, at the same price
§12.50 $4.98.
fitted back, plaited skirt,

Gloves.

braid and brass buttons, white lawn

collar and red tie, 0 to 14 years,
Many other styles, all good.

12.50
We carry

Shirt Waists.

£1.00 and

fine line of Kid Gloves at

$1.25,
we

all shades and sizes.
have the

lisle gloves and cashmere
ladies and children.

This is one of our strongest holds.
We sell hundreds of dozens every season
and always have some good values to

H

offer.

<siery

golf gloves,
gloves for

and Underwear.

Our Hosiery and Underwear stock is
very large. It is made from fine select-

ONE LOT Waists of tlanDel, in red, blue,
black and brown, three tucks across

ed yarns, giving the best
for the money to be had.

the front, twelve tucks up and down
front, plain back, brass but-

the

of 25c. Underwear,
dies and children.

$1.25

tons,

a

Besides these

There are many other departments that we have not mentioned,
Remember the Remnant
where you will find some extra values.
I Counter. Remember the date of opening, October 3 and 4.

are

to all

the Tea and Chocolate.

Suits and Jackets.

ONE LOT Misses' Coats of

We

allowed in the Store.

good quality Flan- ONE LOT of round fur Boas, of soft
brown fur, 2 1-2 yards long, two large
dark
colon, blue, red, brown
nelette,
$15.00
and silver, trimmed with feather stitch
tails, fastens with chain,
with
$1.00
full
flounce,
braid,
skirt,
Other styles, all prices.

Other styles of heavier materials and
Prices range from 20c. t 5
all kinds.
trimmed more at 91.25, 1.50, 1.75.
day evening.
Ν. K. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In $1.50 per yard.
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third WedONE LOT mixtures in blue, brown
nrsday evenings of each month
o U. \. M .—Norway and South Paris Council,
patterns am
green, gray, several
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
50c
Those few cold nights made us think
weaves, 30 inches wide,
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199. meets
This season we
of warmer clothing.
of
each
evenings
LOT
quality
ONE
«ei'ond ami fourth Wednesday
Novelty Goods, good
have added Children's Robes to our line.
month.
mixtures
►
green, blue, brown and gray
I'. O. G. C-—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
inch OXE LOT Children's Kobes of good
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
very good for suits and skirts, 50
each month
87ic
outing, pink and blue stripes, ages 4
....
Ε —Oxfonl Castle. No. 2, meet* in Ryeres wide,
K.
sou hall, tlrst and thlr<l Thursday evenings of
50c.
to 12, warm little robes, only
in
better
qualities.
each month.
Several grades
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other
Cam*
my
ι
Jonej
su
Florence Kichardson (the twin»), *'η. Ε
have
*
South
ont
Λ
Paria;
J
Owner
may
oxen.
Shnrtleff
Co.,
by
of red aad white
Shurtleff A Co., South Paria;
Norway, Maine.
Ε. Chapman, Mrs. Ordway, Mrs. Smiley by
South Paris, Maine.
Oxford; Noyes Drug Stor *». Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug 8tore "
Mrs. Millett, Miss Leach and Misa «^an Drugstore,
Norway.
"5
V
'Norway.
bw.tt

language.

|<

as

{eadlng. («elected)
h ti lenKipic.

Mr·· Fletcher.
M re. Swett.

Flannelette

ΠΑΙΝ STREET, NORWAY, MAINE.
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»

·■

Wrappers

Knitting Yarns.

siugl

Ν.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

Full Stock

That Reliable

These.

Talmar Brand

of|

Millinery Display

MEDIUM-WEIGHT

Friday and Saturday,

Underwear !

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

Is just proper for this season.
Not too heavy, not too light, but
just the right weight. Cut with
view for comfort and fit, sewed

MERINO^-

at Mrs. E. A. Howe's,
October 7 and 8.

Knitting Yarns in
Scotch Iron, Spanish, Saxony, Germantown,

and Floss.

strong, nicely finished.

grandparents,!

50 CTS. PER GARMENT.

OPTICAL.

only

>·»

»».—

right glasses

styles

vicinity.

be—perfect.
experiencing
probably

glasses.

SAMUEL RICHARDS,
PRACTICAL OPTICIAN,
South
St.,

in these garments.

J

Bags,....$

J.

Bags,

wearing qualities

Real merit and

prices

F. PLUMMER,

£

F. A.SHURTLEFF & CO.
2 Stores,

For Sale.

{S.'m !Maine·

j LADIES' UNLINED BOOTS.
style

$2.50.

good

A FACTORY of POISONS Fall and Winter Footwear.

DR. PRICE'S
WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

Palatable—Nutritious—Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat

millinery.
good-will

My

^

Stray Oxen.

MISIPfw,

)

i

•*L.«

L

Flower Pots.

CHASE'S

VARIETY

STORE

^DIRECT

5-A

FROM THE MILLS. ^

My prices

complete.
linings

T"

by
specially

36

adjustable yoke.

Adjustable
buying, only place
Special
urday,

please

JAMES N. FAVOR, BMSSÏ"*"
OlMainStf

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

Specialty Store.
lady

COMPANY,

700 HORSE BLANKETS

selling.

OPERA HOUSE

CASTORIA
Tbe Kind You Han Always Bought

place.

UK

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

L. M. Luntf
Tel. 18-14.
Norway, Me.

)

A /

m

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

cloee

Fruit Raker, 78 Years OU,
Cored of a Terrible Caae After Tea
Years of Saffoiiaf.

out odd

patterns

up stock.

standing. I suffered
the meet severe
backache and
other pains in
the region of
the k i dneys.

year**

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.»'

MAINE.

NORWAY,

These were es-

pecially

BO YEARS*

EXPERIENCE

ATENTS
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

rrr77^

and description ma?
'<· free » Miner Mi
.(i.-thly I'atentnhle. ConimunlC·uvoitiion m
itrictly<·«"lllileiitlaL Handbook»» Patenta
f., ... <
»«.·η<·τ fi>r aecurtn* pataeta.
.-cm tt>r.iurfh .Muutt Λ to. recel»*
»·„■·.,r*
wit boat ciii«r,-e. intbe
Ν

I,:

witlnij a skelch
,Mv ιι*«·Π.ι:ιι <ί:γ i-l

Scientific Jfmcrkati.
I nrireet

•.IIOHfrnted wi«kly.

ctp-

«isaSil
ÛUNN 5 Co.36New York
\>i«:vt-

mr

τ

ο «ce»

Branch

«36 Τ St, Waahlntftoo. η. G.

severe

when stooping
lift anyto

βιο.ΝΕΤ jcstcs.

thing, and often I could hardly straighten
The aching was bad in the
my hack.
daytime, but just as bad at night, and I
I was
was always lame in the morning.
bothered with rheumatic pains and dropsical swelling of the feet. The urinary
passages were painful, and the secretions
discolored and so free that often
had to rise at night. I felt tired all
day. Half a box served to relieve me,
and three boxes effected a permanent
cure."
were

I

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
mediciue which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co., Ruffalo, X. T.
dealers; price, tifty cents per box.

Easy to take and easy to act is
that famous little pill DeWln'a
This Is due to
Little Early Risers.
the fact that they tonic the liver Instead of purging it. They never gripe
nor sicken, not even the most delieate
lady, and yet they are so certain In
results that no one who uses them la

FOR

HEADQUARTERS

I

Curtail lucre ami have a bolt.
Curtail a poet and have a l>olt.
Ko. 2H5.—Two Writer·.

NUT

Grind half

rtlMIIO OHLT ST

Pit. Early Risers

The surnames of a writer for young
folks and of a famous essayist are rep-

sent on

Oculist,

application.

J. WALDO

NASH,

ill be

Eyes

Elegant George Washington hal I
MASONIC BLOCK,
clock, fine banjo clock, brass and
NORWAY. irons and
Telephone Connection.
canopy-top bed.
Address, Box No i, Turner, Me

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on cars at
any R. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming vear.
E. W. PEXLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.
STATE OF MAINE.
CLKRK'8 OFFICE.

ilfietl

Chine,

I'lrlc

Pianos.
I am

STATE OF MAINE.
clkkk's orne*.
Court

se.

Supreme Ju.llelal

Parts, September 17,1WM.
By orler of Hon. L. A. Emery, Justice of the
who will preside at the
Ju<ltelal
Court,
Supreme

talober term, l.«4, of sal<l court In this county,
notice Is hereby given, that the persons sum
iuone<t as traverse jurors will appear on Thursday morning at ten o'clock Α. M of the Ilrut week
of the court, Instead of Tues· I ay. The grand
jurors will appear as usual on the tlrst lay of
the term.
The mem lier» of the bar are also notltlcd that
jiiry trials will begin on Thursday morning of
tlie lirst week after the t-averse juries have beeu
Impaneled and that ca<es asslgne.1 for the tlrst
or »econ<l «lav will be In order on Thursday.
CHARLES Ε. WHITMAN,
Clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court.
<

selling

Jeweler and Graduate

Maine
A

Register

COMPLETE

Business
Directory
OF THE

SO oltloa *

488 towns

IN MAINB.
(AI the Price of a Single Ctty Directory)

Progressive

History

or THE

Publlalier,
CoB|t«u St., opp. Ctty Building
PORTLAND MAINE.

New Hampshire and Vermont
ϋ cento each.
Massachusetts Year Book,

enlarged edition

$3.00,
New England Directory, price #7.30.

Bankrupt's Petition

for

Discharge.

In the matter of
Ί
the uartnernhlp of BRICK-1
ETT Jt WIQGIN, the individual co-partnera In which } la
are James A. Brtckett aad
Kreil B. Wlgglu, and they I

Individually,

Bankruptcy,

bankrupt

haw

m.t

EDUCATION

te thuu^amie of young

people

euccEesruiii
the lack of It ha* made many more,

FAIIiURll·

Why belong to the latter claaa when a few
mouth** etu'ly will place you In the former / Our
catalogue may al«l you In Uecltllng. Write for tt.

P. L.

SHAW,

Pres.

Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

Bankrupt

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

A. W. Walker & Son,

—

Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cements steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.
IiOST,
Between Welchville and Paris Hill, !»
small, light brown leather bag containing a few articles and a little money.
Finder will be rewarded by returning
same to

DEMOCRAT OFFICE,

South Parla.
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District or Maims, sa.
On this ?7th day of Sept. A. D. 1901, on read
lng the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be hat
upon the same on the 7th day of Oct^ A. D
1904. before said Court at Portland, In said Dis
trtct,at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and thai
notice thereof be pabltshed In The Oxford Dem
ocrât, a newspaper printed In said District, ant
that all known creditor», aad other persons It
Interest, may appear at the said time and plact
and show cause. If any they have, why Um
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
A nd It la further Ordered by the Court, that Um
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor!
copies of said petition and this order, addressee
to them at their places of resident* as stated.
Witness the hum. Clamxmcx Hals. Judg*
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at fort
land. In sahl District, on the 17th day of Sept., A,
D. 1904.
JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. a.]
A true oopy of petition aad order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES K. HEWEY. Clerk.

7οοοοοοο8

From 1 to 2. u large city In the United
States: from 1 to 3. a famous town iu
Palestine; from 2 tu 4, a great Mesopotamia river: from 3 to 4, rays of light
from tlie moon; from 5 to β, lueiillty;
from Ô to 7. the name of a sea not far
from the United States; from 0 to 8,
«hrewd; from 7 ιο S. ri^eprlng flower.

POULTRY

Grind fine a cupful of one kind of
assorted nuts. Add to them a small
onion chopped tine, half a teaspoonful

each of chopped parsley, pepper and
by
salt, and one cupful of finely chopped
"Divorces are multiplying."
Mash
and
to
some
celery.
potatoes fine,
"That's odd. I thought that their
one cupful add two tableepoonfuls of
function was to divide."
with
and
season
cream;
butter, pepper
salt to taste. Mix all together and dress
ONE OF MANY.
the fowl. When almost done, sprinkle
H. A. Tiedale, of Summerton, S. C.,
the bird with rolled almonds, and finish
suffered for twenty years with the Piles.
browning.
Specialists were employed and many
CHESTNUT MOLD.
remedies used but relief and permanent
Boil the chestnuts until tender and good was found only in the use of Depeel them; press through a sieve, then Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. This is only
add half a pint of milk and cream and a one of the many, many cures that have
little sugar—two teaepoonfule—add a been effected by this wonderful remedy.
little gelatine previously dissolved in Jn buying Witch Hazel Salve it is only
cold water; flavor with vanilla and etir necessary to see that you get the genuine
till quite cold. Place on ice in a mold. DeWitt's, made by E. C. DeWitt Λ Co.
Individual molds, when turned out, are in Chicago, and a cure is certain. Devery pretty, served on glass dishes, with Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cures all kinds
of piles, cuts, burns, bruises, eczema,
pink-tinted whipped cream.
tetter, ringworm, skin diseases, etc.
PECAN HALLS.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Chop the nuts fine and stir in a little of your favorite spice. Mix this in a
"What," asked the old gentleman, who
little cream, thickened a trifle with corn- was
being shown through the prison,
until
the
is
of
the
conwhole
starch,
"is the most objectionable part of prison
of
and
into
can
be
molded
paste
sistency
life?"
balls. Lay these on buttered tins ot
"De visitors wot ask fool questions,"
for
paper, allowing space
spreading, answered the surly prisoner.
and bake. They should be sweetened
with a teaspoonful of sugar, and rolled
Let me say I have used Ely's Cream
in powdered sugar, when taken from Balm for catarrh and can thoroughly
the oven.
recommend it for what it claims. Very
truly, (Rev.) H. W. Hathaway, ElizaNUT BREAD.
beth, N. J.
As served in fashionable New York
I tried Ely's Cream Balm and to all
Scald half a cupful of milk,
ten rooms.
appearances am cured of catarrh. The
add half a cupful of boiling water, and, terrible headaohes from which I long
when lnkewarm, three-fourths of a cake suffered are gone.—W. J. Hitchcock,
of compressed yeast softened previously late Major U. S. Vol. and A. A. Gen.,
in a little warm water, enough to cover; Buffalo, Ν. Y.
add half a tablespoonful each of lard and
The Balm does not irritate or cause
butter, two tableepoonfuls of molasses, sneezing. Sold by druggiets at 50 cents
one cupful of nut meats chopped fine— or mailed
by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
either pecans or English walnuts are St., New York.
best—half a cupful of flour, and enough
entire wheat flour to knead. Finish and
A Sure Way—What was it Franklin
bake as ordinary bread. Let stand said? "If you'd have a thing well done—"
twenty-four hours if sandwiches are
"Tell your cook you like it rare," indesired. Cut in thin slices and fanciful icuupbvu-1 O..L1
UUVVUVU.
shapes, and spread with butter and fillings of orange marmalade, jams or jelly,
GOOD FOR CHILDREN.
they make pretty, delicioue sandwiches.
The pleasant to take and harmless
1AA1B.
One Minute Cough Cure gives instant
nui
and
Filberts are nice for this purpose, or relief in all casee of Cough, Croup
imthe pine-nuts. Pound them to a fine the Grippe because it does not pass
but takes
meal. To one cupful of this meal add a mediately into the stomach,
at the seat of the trouble.
cupful of granulated sugar and, gradual- effect rightout the inflammation, heale
ly, the well-beaten yolks of six eggs, and It draws
Beat thorough- and soothes and cures permanently by
a cupful of sifted flour.
lungs to contribute pure
ly, Havoring with a teaspoonful of enabling the
and life-sustaining oxygen to
orange dower water. At the last mo- life-giving
tissues. Sold by F. A.
and
blood
ment fold in the stiffly beaten whites; the
spread the mixture on three or two Shurtleff & Co.
layer-cake tine, and bake in a quick
When done, spread each layer
Deacon Hayrick—'Mandy, ther seroven.
with finely chopped pineapple, sweeten- mon terday was powerful. It carried
me to ther gates of Heaven.
ed, and ice the top. This is delicious.
Mrs. 'Mandy Hayrick (sourly)—Then
NUT SALAD.
never
you oughter sneaked in. ΤοηΊΙ
Mix nut meats with celery cut in small
get another chance like thet.
pieces, place on lettuce leaves and serve
with a mayonnaise dressing.
Important to Mother·.
DATE AND ALMOND SALAD.
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
Kemove the pits and white inner skins a ufe and sore remedy for Infants and children,
from half a pound of dates, and cut them and see that It
in thin strips. Blanch a oupful of alBears tip
monds and cut in thin strips. Gradual,
ly stir three tableepoonfuls of lemon Signature of
juice into three tableepoonfuls of salad la Uie For Over 30 Year·.
oil; pour this over the mixed dates and
The Kind Tea Bam Always Bought.
nuts; let stand in a cool place until
letready to serve, then place on crisp
tuce leaves, and cover with a mayonnaise
at the plow
Cincinnatus was
dressing, or just a simple thick cream. when the committeebusy
came.
Small cream cheeses, the size of walnuts,
said
cannot
"I
he, "until I
accept,"
mixed with chopped nuts are also excelknow what disposition theyare going to
lent served in this way.
make of the money plank."
APPLES STUFFED WITH NDT8.
Whipping the off mule, he started
Core the apples. Then All the epace along the furrow.
with a mixture of finely chopped nuts,
PILL PLEASURE.
sugar and cinnamon to taste. Bake and
serve with whipped cream.
If you ever took DeWitt's Little Early
Risers for biliousness or constipation
HOME-MADE PEANUT BUTTER.
know what pill pleasure is. These
This should be made from freshly you
famous little pills cleanse the liver and
roasted peanuts, made into a paste. rid the
system of all bile without proFirst grind them fine, then mix this meal
ducing unpleasant effects. They do not
with a good salad oil mayonnaise.
or weaken, but pleasantly
sicken
between folds of buttered bread for gripe,tone and strength to the tissues and
give
sandwiches.
organs of the stomach, liver and bowels.
them into a Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
To freshen old

Central Words (reading across only»:
I. Unclouded. 2. A seaport on the gulf
of Guinea. 3. To scud. 4. To come
forth. H. Heavy timbers.
887—Burled title*.

miraculously escaped

dan-

Daaarer.
She—Oh, Dr. IMIlsbury, I'm so anxious alniiit poor Mrs. i'erklns. She Ls
In your hands, is she not?
Dr. Pillsbury—She was. but I havt
left ofT attending her for the present.
She—Oh. that's good! She's out of

danger then.

Prevent.
No. 270.—Illustrated Letter: My Deat
Boy—Perhaps as you are in bed ami
are not too busy you will be glad t«j
receive the tlrst letter I have sent yon
for many moons. We, your aunt and I.
heard of your Uluess from time to tlmi
and uced not tell you that Information
of your

rapid recovery delighted

m

You have made up your mind
before this that a l»ed Is stupid ex<-e;)!
to sleep In. We hope you will soon gel
UNCLE KEN.
around again.
2
No. 271.—Metagram: 1. Mutty.
Gutter. 3. (.'utter. 4. Butter. 5. Putter.
No. 272.—Hidden Word Square: Echo

greatly.

Chew. Here. Owen.
No. 273.—Khoinbold: Across—1. Tu
lip. 2. Petit. 3. Tenet. 4. Melon. 5
Sloop. Down—1. T. 2. Γρ. 3. Let. 4,
Item. 5. Plues. G. Tell. 7. Too. 8. No
u

ρ

New Hampshire.
No. 275.—Triple Beheadings: Oro-îiid
Rep-eat. Con-cord. For-age. Sun-buru
Bom-bay. App-all. Mar-glii. Gen-eva
Ram-part. Car-away.
No. 270.-Trl. ngle: 1. Detroit. 2. Er
3. Trite.

4. Rate.

5. One.

β. It

277.—Word Building: On, One

Stone, Honest.
278.—Nature Puzzle: Basswood
Redwood. Rosewood. Dogwood. Cot
t ou wood. Milkweed. Arrowroot. Par

tridge berry.

Taylor, a prominent merchant o!
Chriesman, Tex., says: "I could not eat
J. B.

because of a weak stomach. I lost al
strength and ran down in weight. Al!
that money oould do was done, but al!
hope of recovery vanished. Hearing ol
some wonderful cures effected by use ol
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, I concluded tc
try it. The first bottle benefitted me.

/Ί*

and after taking four bottles, I am full;
restored to my usual strength, weight
and health." Kodol Dyspepsia Cure di«
geste what you eat and cures. Sold bj
F. A. Shnrtleff Λ Co.
But He Meant Well. The good man
comforting the stricken widow.
said he.
"Do not grieve, sister,"
"Think how much better off he is."

was

And the good

refused to oe

man

longer

wondered why she
comforted

For

a

No. 274.—Auagrnui.s: South Carolina

rant
7. T.
No.
Tone.
No.

PRESSING.

by him.

For eruption·, sores, pimples, kidney
and liver troubles, constipation, indigestion, use Hollister's Rocky Mountain
Tea. Carries new life to every part ol
the body. Tea or tablet form. 35 cents.
Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

_

<MtfC&iK

Spread

nuts, put

Maiden Lady—It is very good of you,
sir, to give me your seat.
Pat O'Brady—Not at all, mum. It's a
dooty we owe to the sex. Some folks
only do it when a woman is young and
pretty, but I says the sex, Pat, and not
the individual.

kettle of hot water, and boil for fifteen
minutes. Crack them as soon as cool,
"Darling," he whispered, ardently,
and it will be much easier to take out "when you first refused me I felt like a
the meats. To boil cheatnuts properly, drowning man."
make an incision in the shell of each one,
"Yes," she responded, slowly, "I
after washing tbem off. Always boil in noticed you came up three times."
salted water. Chestnuts may be eaten
From indigestion, aches and pains,
Lnln Stanhope, St. Louis: "I used to whole, with cake or other dessert, after
Your system will be free,
have a horrid complexion. I took Hol- peeling and removing the brown inner
If you'll but take a timely drink
lister's Rocky Mountain Tea and am skin.—New Idea.
Of Rocky Mountain Tea.
At South Paris station, Wednes called the prettiest girl in the city."
After reading or sewing a great deal, Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
or tablets.
35 cents. Orin Stevens; !
Tea
small
cona
15th,
purae
day,
try to rest the eyes frequently. Close
F. ▲. Shnrtleff A Co.
a sum of money and railroad
I them for five minutes once In a while.
"Why was that law which forbade a
ticket for West Pari·. Will the findOnly One. i"How do you keep the It is a good plan lor the girl who ia em- man to kiss his wife on Sunday ever
er please leave at the Democrat Office moths oat ol lour clothes all summer?" ployed daring the day to mak· it a repealed?
"It was found not to be necessary."
practice to rest the eyes evenings.
! "I-wear my «it all the time."
and be

Sept.
taining

reward·^^

TIRED OUT?

Story Por
Polks

Γ—'"L. P." Rill·»···

A Long Headed Dog

5toauch, Bow·!·, LlTtr «ί

KldMjra. TbeMoWL.P."
th· L··· Sick····

-^sr

been disturbed
long
Rover bv«J
enough. Him sleep bud been broken
fonstantlj for nights by tbe endless

fought It out till morning. He determined the thing should cease.

"I should think you two would get
very tired of standing with your backs
hitched up like a croquet wicket all
night long," he said.
"We do," said the cats, "but don't
This
see how we can well help it.

For Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have

"I have received such pert benefit from
th· 'L. F.· Atwood's Bitter· that I want
to tell about it. I am poaltlve that li
people would take more of the True
L. F.' for general debility and building
up of the aystem there would be leu

dispute of two big tomcats that nightly eat upon the wall of his yard and

similating the Food andBegula-

Chesiendlle, Me.

The Trn· "L. P." la a Sprlsf Syateai
Cleanaer and Toaic.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,

I have one Colonial Style, mahogaii)
case, Pease piano, 71 octave, almost new,
for $185.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for •900, worth 1250.

"help!

/èapetfOUa-SiMUamCttR
flmihi Semi'"
Mx-Smum.*
w sJm~

/iK55Swu#w

mu

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature

j

^

I

J

Tramplnu I.i Krauee.
to
tramps because lie l.kes
Neverthetramp, not to save m..ney.
less In Normandy, an.i me s.uue is true
of
every other section of France

I

of buying provisions at the stores and
sleeping sometimes in the open air and
uot
in granges, a method which Is
without its special piquancy, as I know
but which !t would
from

experience,

he hazardous If not
Alvan
recommend.

unpardonable
Sanborn

I·'.

—

to

lu

RooUloveré' .Magazine.

111 ο

"» Dus

111 h

Kanakas built

early

their fust

a
space at both stem and
The triangular sails were made
of tine matting, and the little era ft
The
was steadied by an outrigger.
ruling chiefs and their families traveled In large double canoes, with a raised platform In the center for passen-

covered,

gers.
The bulldlug of a canoe was a very
serious business. Offerings were made
to the gods, and prayers were especially addressed to the fisherman's tutelary saint. Λ priest finally stood with
the owner at the bow of the canoe and
recited the last prayer in unbroken silence; death and disaster were sure to
follow if any extraneous noise dlsturlH-d the scene.-New York Times.
IndiKiiltlrd

but

Cool

ι

fice and

panted,

but he was up to his

anuplts in water, cool and comfortable. Nobody minded; It was thought
very clever of him, and he grew in the
local esteem.

The Oxford Democrat

Uut

one

day there came

There nre wondrous possibilities on
back porches and in sheltered nooks.
It isn't the coldness of the air nor yet
the sweltering heat of the eun that
heals. It is the fresh, pure air in comfort. The patient must not be annoyed by cold or heat, but must be dressed bo aq, to be comfortable. Sleep out
of dooro, shielded from the stonn, and
drees Indoors where It is warm.—

Everybody's Magazine.

The Oriental Thief.

Even In common robbery the orient
has picturesque ways peculiar to Itself. A Burmese woman traveling In a
third class compartment by the day
train recently was reclining In the carriage with one of her arms out of the
window somewhere near SItkwin, on
the Burma state railway, when some
one came along the footboard and cut
her arur clean off, apparently with a
sharp sword. On the lost hand were
rings with the usual accompaniment of

bangles.

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer
FOR ONE YEAR FOR

not produce sneezing. Large Sue, 60 eent· at Drug·
Kists or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mall.

ELY BROTHERS, 60 Warren Stmt, New York.

Quy Bayard.

Fit for the Show
Trotting Stallion.
For

Wilkes.

Sire,

Ring.
Bayard

action, size,

style,

color, conformation, beauty, GUV
has

BAYARD

superior,

no

To show that he is

C.

Quy Buck,

Maine.

...

DOORS and WINDOWS of any
reasonable prices.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
fine l.um
Outside wurk, send in your orders
tier and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

TKE.Vr.flE \T
OF
EYE«.
Hundreds of tteople are to-day taking "treatment" from high priced Oculists when there Is
nothing In the world the matter with thrlr evrs
defcct NOT PROPERTY COR.
but an
If you have "money to bum" take
UKCTKI).
the treatment—It won't hurt vou—If you haven't
1 Ilk·- to lit
l»e i-ure your g asses are RIU1IT.
oeopip whose present glasses are not RIGHT.
I have relleve l many nervous troubles by glvli g
the RIGHT glass, where others have failed.

optical

peculiarly bumptious and

i

give

him the

experience

of

matter for every member of his family.

special

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

admirably supply your
wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in
every
household.
will

will post you every week on all
of

important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

to

make money from the farm.

Any person sending

the

us

money with the order can secure
the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

One Year For

Maine.

■Vfist Snn.ni'i

$1.75.

CUT THIS OUT—-5END TO-DAY
ο

THE OXFORD

A

DEMOCRAT,

$

4

South Paris, Maine.

Samuel R.loh.ard·
URADUATK OPTICIAN,
South Paris, Maine.
No. β l'leasaat Street,

TRVËS
χ ELIXIR
1Tb·

only

worm*

eu re.

QUAKER RANGE

>»fe, eallffjf Ttfi'tAbl· rrmi lj for *
or ««lulu. 35u at Tour drugI
À CO., Anbur*. Me.

In children

J

PB. J. F; TKUK

Eastern Steamsliip Company.
Portland Division.

REDUCED RATES.
$1 00.
91.00.
Sta'eroouis,
Porllnnd to Boston,

...

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,

daily except Sunday,

Freight

other line·».

J.

F.

rates

at

always

7

p. m.

as

low

LISCOMB, Agent,

...

a

items of interest to himself and

CHANDLER,

W.

~m

others in all the advanced
and improvements
methods
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, and with

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

CHANDLER,

Also Window ά Door Frames,

E,

a

Weekly Newspaper

Builders' Finish !
I Will furnish
SUe or Style at

high-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

family.

early maturity.

speed

of

E. W.

NEEDS

who is interested iu the news of
Paris and Oxford County should

Drivers

duces Gentlemen'»

Farmer

Farmer

Good Local

sire that pro-

a

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

subscribe for

in the state of Maine.

equal

Every

Every

and

as

Franklin V harf,
Dlaenehantlner Phonoirrayh.
Portland, Me
The best story I have heard recently
le that told of a well known Oxford
don who was aeked to speak into α
NOTICE.
or
phonograph. A little later the machine I hereby forbid all pentonn liarborlnjc acon my
was turned on again, and he was re- trusting my wife, Georgia French,
Dill*
contracte·!
of
her
none
count, a· 1 ahull pay
quested to listen to his own voice. The ifter this (late.
F. IBVIN FRENCH,
don then turned to the assembled*
August 29,1904.
Andover, Maine
company and said, "It is strange th/t
through this machine I am made 4a
affected manner."—London Tatler.

I -$1.75- j

Creiuu r.alm ia placcd Into tbc nostrils, spramlj
over the membrane and ia absorbed. Reliai la immediate and a cure follows. It i· not drying—doe*

no

W£8X«KW>000«l>XK

<XkXhX>vC^>0000<KkXkX>C»^

quickly.

The

apeak in

ΔΝΙΠ

—

Inspector whose business it was to
maintain the dignity of the public
FOR nam:.
service, lie stood aghast. What! A
of
1 .Set
Hay Scales. Also 1 Pair of
registrar sitting in a cistern? It was
Double Harnesses. Call at
Light
The case
a stigma on the republic.
ANDREWS HOUSE,
Soutb Paris.
was reported to Tar's, and the offender was on the point of being dismissed
when a cynic suggested a more huWanted.
"Send him to Almorous punishment.
A married man of gooil habits,
geria!" Even the cisterns are hot In
that climate.—London Chronicle.
capable and trustworthy, to do the
work on my farm in East Oxford,
The Dork l'orcli Sanitarium.
for a year or more.
Salary
Maine,
Ninety-eight per cent of those wbo liberal. Good references required.
have tuberculosis of the lungs, if they
Call at the farm, or address me by
get well at all, will have to do so at
directed to South Paris, Me.,
letter
Even
home, but not "by the fireside."
F.
D. No. 2.
R.
in tenement houses people have made
GEO. O. ROBINSON.
good recoveries, but it lias l»eeu by
August 30, 1904.
lying under a wide open window all
day long and all night long, by extra
feeding, by rest and by good courage.
an

r

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Hp»*»*·

Official.

A humble French oliicial who was
sent to one of the hottest departments
of France found his bureau a .perfect
furnace until he had a brilliant idea,
lie improvised a cistern and sat in It
all day. The public came into his of-

old

thi onrwa iommnv. ncw to·· cm.

Wheeler,

suiliii},' canoes uut of the body of a
single tree, hollowing It out and stay- South Paris,
lug the edges with strip» of hard wood.
These strips extended to the ends and

stern.

s

» s

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER

RILL'NOS block,

and

Kanaka Canne.

Λ

The

of

NEW YORK.
Alb

Atlanta Constitution.

One

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

Apeifect Remedy forConslipa-

Γιοη. Sour Stotnarh,Diarrhoea

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

«icnfli PnrU,

of

nessandRest.Contains neither
Chrium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not ^Narcotic.

square piano,
one, for • 115, worth $140.

W. J.

Signature

Promotes Digestion£heerful·

One second haw] Ivers A Pond piano,
walnut case, for lilSO, worth $800.
1 have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

π Klip!"

Bears the

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

-James

fiiOt»

L

Always Bought

ÀVfcgefable Preparationfor As-

gtckneaa and fewer doctor'a bill·. You
may use thta statement If you see fit."
H. Burbank. Clerk and Treasurer,

II.

nearly
good
ment such as would be administered by except Savoy and the Cote d'Azur, one
Boschee's
backed
by
their grandmothers,
must make η distinct eTort t·» spend
German Syrup, which was always liber- while tramping un.re than 7 francs a
ally used in connection with the home day, or $1.40. Nearly ail the auberges
treatment of colds, and is still in greater
of the smaller hotels give
household favor than any known remedy. niui many
for !t0 t ents a night
But eve*i without the application of the comfortable ro.>:ns
old fashioned aids German Syrup will and no extra charges, the petit dejeuIt will ner for 1U cents and a prix tixe dejeucure a severe cold in quick time.
cents each.
cure colds in children or grown people.
ner and dinner lor
It relieves the congested organs, allays
in u word. 7 francs ($1.40) a day repthe
the irritation, and effectively stops
3 to
resents luxury, 4 to U comfort and
cough. Any child will take it. It is in- 4 the essential. To bring the average
children.
of
valuable in a household
below .'5 francs and keep movTrial size bottle, 25c. Regular size, 75c. per day
ing it is necessary to go to the length
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
sale

in the way of sauces, and is excellent
served with game and poultry.

CAN YOU EAT?

Bankrupts. J

To the How Clarence Halk, Judge of the Dl*
trlct Court of the United States for the UUtrlc
of Maine:
B. WIOGIN, of Waterford, In tlx
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, li
said District, respectfully represents, that 01
the 'i5th day of Feo.. last past, be wa>« duly ad
Individually and as a m em l>e
judged
of the tlrm of Brlckett A Wlggln under tlx
Act*ofCongress relating to bankruptcy; tha
he ha<« duly surrendered all hla property ant
righto of property, and has fully complied wltl
all the requirements of Mid Acta and of Un
orders of Court touching hla bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreet
by the Court to nave a full discharge from al
debt» provable against his estate both lndl
vlUually and co-partner, hip under said bank
ruptcy Acta, except such debts as ara excepte*
by law from such discharge.
Dated this 30th day of AprlL A. D. 1804.
FRED B. W1GGIN,

FRED

BUSINESS

>

—

CONSTANTLY IN STOCK ΓΟΗ SALE.
Register* (paper)

MAINE.

χ

No. 2d).—Diagonal : Harvest. 1. Han;
4.
2. Handful. 3. Harmony.
mock.
Heuvily. 5. Peeress. 0. Purpose. 7,

1905

1904

J9U

χ

Out of

MAINE

GRENV1LLEM. DONHAM

MPricesinOMCouiitY.
NORWAY,

SOl'TH TARIS,

BOX 144,

PRICE, POSTPAID μ.οο.

Optician.

χ

Key to the Pusslar.

STATE OF MAINE.

HILLS,

Ο

ger.
2. A schemer i deny being.

Mauufacturers' Agent,

A

δχχχχοοοβ

give

smooth, add a gill of clear stock, and
thickening consisting of one-quarter of
an ounce each of butter and flour mixed;
blend together until the mixture is of
the consistency of cream. Add to the
boiling sauce at the last moment a
couple of epoonfulsof cream, or the yolk
of au egg beaten up with a spoonful of
milk. This sauce is a pleasing change

0

ο

1. Mabel

New and SecondHand Pianos

Metevler,

Joseph Klstter. Camille Carrier, Joseph A. Gar
neau, Peter J. Polira* and C harles A. Kujold, all
of
of Itumford, Κ rank Voycher Vetuuosky
Bethel.
CHARLES Γ. WHITMAN,
Clerk supreme Judicial Court

Oxford,

ο

No.

Supreme Judicial Court.
Paris, September 10,1904. at the lowest prices ever beard of.
j
Notice I» hereby glno. ttuU It b the Intention
in good conditio!
of the folN'Wlnit persons to apply at the <»ctol>er have ou» square piano
for which no reasonable offer will be re
term. P< i. of sal'l e«>urt, to be naturalized a*
citizens of the Cnl(e<l States Vernon A. Walton fused.
and Thomas W. Stlltman of Parle, Joseph N.
Panneton of W.nxlstock, Charles W. Mille of
IjOY β. BYSTEIl,
Mexico. and

°

ο

at

FOR SALE.

WANTED.

Square.

ο

Examined free.

Licensed Taxidermist,

OU'«ttl> SS.

ο

8

Elm House, Norway
Tjesday, Aug. 16, and 3d Tueedaj r
Otfic»
of each following month.
hours, 10:30 a. m. to 4 P. M.
m

Inclosed

οοοοοου2

1

Tenney,

SAUCE,

NUT

No. StHU.—t ub· and

by r. a. Shurtleff A|Uo.

Ν. H.

Catalogues

display.

THE GOOD OLD WAY.
A severe cold or attack of the grippe is
For balf a pint of sauce, take a coffeesooner you combat it the
cupful of any variety of nuts, chop them l'ke a fire, the
to overpower it.
tine, season with salt and pepper, and better your chances are
But few mothers in this age are willing
in
an
ounce
or
so
of
butter
to
a
fry
goldwork required to
Then
en-brown tint.
pound them to do the neceesary
a
old-fashioned reliable treat-

resented.

β

Berlin,

ROLLS.

a

salt, and one well beaten egg; mix thoroughly, form into oblong croquettes or
round balls, dip in egg and roll in breadcrumbs; fry in deep hot fat and serve
with nut sauce.

Dont Forfit tfc· Ha··. I

Supplies.

Little

Necessity.

pound of nuts, add to
them two cupfuls of white soft bread
crumbs, four tablespoonfuls of peanut
butter, half a cupful of grated or desiccated cocoanut, a level saltspoonful of

x. c. oewrrr * co., chicaoo

Dr. Austin

AO Λθ·η>*Ι

IN

holding
up.
an art education.—St. Louis Globeblilkes with round knobs on them just
Democrat.
over here on this side of the yard. You
Case of
both jump on these, let your feet hang
The other Sunday two Kensington down on either side, and the Iron will
boys were industriously digging in a hold your backs up."
vacant lot when a man who was passing
"Clever! Clever!" said they both.
stopped to give them a lecture.
Hut when they went to get down
"Don't you know that it is a sin to
could move. They couldn't lift
neither
dig on Sunday, except it be a case of
up nor move to the side, for the wall
necessity?" asked the good man.
them.
"Yes, sir," timidly replied one of the was too narrow. Hover had
"Help! Help!" they cried.
boys.
"Then why don't you stop it?"
"On one condition." said Hover.
"
'Cause this Is a case of necessity,"
"We grant It!"
replied the little philosopher. "A fel- "That you slop this nightly row."
low can't fish without bait."—PhiladelAnd Rover
"Agreed!" they said.
phia Public Ledger.
called the imiid. who removed them.—

oven.

cure

monia and fevers.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

TOOK

ting

season with salt, pepper and
the merest pinch of sage. Moisten with
hot water to a stiff paste. When thoroughly mixed, put into a buttered baking-dish; glace over the top with the
white of an egg and bake in a moderato

constipation,
headache, malaria and ward off pneu-

Sold

world's faib

crumbs;

torpid liver,
biliousness. Jaundice,

disappointed. They

KAROLYN

thing nf right of way on that fence bas great trade.
got to be wit led somehow."
One second hand Kstey organ at South
"It musr be fought out," Raid Nibs.
Paris, almost new, for
filling
"(Jf course It must," replied Nob».
"The catalogue says 'Market Day.'
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
his 5-0-7 and jo to work in the garden, wiches.
"Rr.t that means that we must get stops, in nice condition, for $45.
They're washing beets in the water."
so 1 took 1-2-3-4-3Ό-7 and sat under the
PECAN LOAF.
"Why, that is what they're doing. our backs up." they said In one breath.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
tree and enjoyed the book very much.
Rub pecan nute through a sieve or Isn't it fine?"
"All right." said Rover. "If It must octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
"It's just lovely."
through the nut chopper. Take equal
be. let nie give you a Hue scheme for that cost $125, for *65.
Ko. 28-1.—<Curtailment·.
And so May and Karolyn went on geta nice
parts of this nut meal and fine cracker
There are two Iron
them
One second hand

Pill
Easy
Winchester,
^

W. H.

AND

went early to the
The Value of Nuts as Food.
art gallery and got in among the first.
Nuts have found a place iu every well- Each had a catalogue, and they began at
No. STS.-Dlamonda.
L—1. A letter. 2. An abbreviation for provided store room, and have largely the beginning of the French section.
taken
the place of meat in many families. This is an almost accurate record of
a near relative. 3. Of the color of growThey are used liberally by vegetarians. what they said, the dialogue introduced
first
The
5.
Wonderful.
4.
ing plants.
When arranging nuts in bills-of-fare use by May:
meal of tlie day. ϋ. Having always the
and oonsider the chemical
"isn't that lovely!"
judgment
7. To adjust and put tosame form.
"Just sweet."
composition of each kind of nut just as
and
hooded
small
A
poison
8.
would
in
meats
and
"Her dress; is that silk or chiffon?"
gether.
you
arranging
vegetables. For instance, chestnuts would
ous serpent of Egypte 9. A letter.
"Silk; isn't it grand?"
II.—1. A letter. 2. Metal In Its na- be served with beans and would take the
"Terribly lovely."
of rice or potatoes at dinner.
"What's that picture represent? Ob,
tive state. 3. A kind of dark stone or place
Chestnuts mnst always be cooked; un- 'The Gathering Storm.' I thought that
dramatic
4.
A
a thin, tint piece of it
cooked they are exceedingly difficult of cloud was something he was holding in
poem representing some action having digestion. The most valuable nuts from his hand."
a fatal Issue. 5. Rain and snow or hail a food
standpoint are the pinon or pine"Why, it is!"
falling together. 0. A short poem. 7. nuts, the ground-nuts and the pecans.
"No, it's a cloud."
Where
cannot
be
A letter.
"Isn't it grand?"
pecans
obtained, any
nut
be
used
in
their
"Beautiful."
hickory
may
place.
Pine-nute
are
Proverb·.
abundant
and
rich
"And look at this one; it is simply
Ko. 280.«-Jumbled
cheap,
in
and
contain
some
oil,
nitrogen. lovely."
they
"It no loug llus a lane that turning
Used with hominy or other farinaceoue
"Yes; just beautiful."
Is." "Name rose other any by sweet
foods they give quite an evenly balanced
"See that bracelet on her arm. Aunt
smell as a would."
ration.
Kate has one like it."
"It is lovely."
Physicians claim that nuts take the
Ko. 281.—Doable Acrostic.
"Both of these pictures are simply
place of meat entirely, without any of
overbank
A
Crosswords: I.
its evil effects, so that in our menus, nuts gra-a-nd."
steep
who
One
2.
river.
be
used in every conceivable way—
/
"Ain't they?"
may
hanging the sea or
"Let's go in the next room."
educates. 3. A faint, misty spot in the for meats, vegetables, salads, deeserts,
and
in
frozen
dainties
and
cakes.
"What are thoee things in the water?"
sky composed of innumerable stars. 4. sauces,
Peanuts have a far greater food value
"Mermaids, ain't they?"
A very delightful foreign country. 5.
than even meat, and served with pota"No; tbey have skirts on."
In a wild. m«d way. U. An elaborate toes or
"Do mermaids wear skirts?"
rice, mixed with hominy, they
7. Four- form
vocal composition In parts.
a perfect food.
"I don't know; maybe tbey wear dififths of India. S. The art of conduct
The following recipes are worth try- vided skirts.''
"I don't care for mermaids."
ing:
Ing ships from oue place to another.
MOLDED NUTS.
"They're not good looking, anyway."
My primais and fiuals name a cele"Oh, look at this little girl with the
brated American.
Put into the nut grinder half a pound
of roasted peanuts, half a pound of pecan flowers."
"Isn't she cunning?"
or
Ko. 2S2.—Charade.
hickory-nuts, and half a pound of
"Too cute for anything."
When finely ground mix
pine-nuts.
My first la round, my skco.no Is round.
"Here's a death eceDe."
with them six ripe bananas. Pack the
My third Is round twice over.
"Isn't it gra-a-nd?"
Give your patient my whole and let him mixture in a kettle or
steam
and
mold,
rest.
"Yes; so sad."
continuously for one hour. When done,
"Let's go in the next room."
And he will soon recover.
remove the lid of the kettle and allow to
"Isn't this room perfectly splendid?
when
turn
mold
and
from
cool;
cold,
"It's just gra-a-nd."
Ko. 283.—.Numerical Enigma.
serve as cold meat.
This is very appe"What are those men doing?'
1-2-3-4 and 1 were waiting for the 2-3-4 tizing for lunches or picnics, and, sliced
"They're fishing."
to pass. Ills father told him to take thin, makes an excellent
for sand-

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor.
"I was cured by Doan's
Ohio, says:
Kidney Pills of a severe caae of kidney
troabl· ο f
eight or ten

Chas. F. Ri

MAT

May and Karolyn

When suffering daily torture
Fro αϊ backache, rheumatic pain.
Any ill of kidneys or bladder,
Turn to Doan's Kidney Pilla.
A cut' endorsed by thousand·.
Bead an old man's tribute.

andj 'clean

HOW

UomepwdeBoe toples of lBtereet loti* l»dlh
Istofiolted. Addre·* : Bdltor HoraiAiaau·'
Colcmm, Oxford Democrat, PsrU. Maine
on

An Ohio

Carpets

Wool
to

AN OLD MATS TRIBUTE

—

Absorbing Art.

HOMBMAKEBS' COLUMN.

-t«g»

Early

RIM·*

tmfMNMttWf·*·

Γ

ι

The

nickel

QUAKER

MODEL

to remove
on

rails

as

in the

are

they

easy

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Down

Gteorge

,nd

put

50 cts.. w..k..

W■

Hobbs'

Variety 8tora, Norway.

